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What is normality going to be? When will we return to a form of normality? When will the current situation end? These are 
questions I am sure many of you have been asking. Most of us want to return to the way things were 12 months ago, even 
though we probably found ourselves complaining about the situation back then. This past weekend I was at Muizenberg 
beach and I could clearly see the desire to go back to the way things were. I saw very few masks and very little social 
distancing. While we may want things to go back to normal, we still need to act responsibly. 

It has been a really tough time from an investor’s perspective and the desire for a return to normality in the markets is just as 
strong. It is important in these strange and uncertain times to have an investing approach that does what it can to achieve 
the expectations of an investor. Two key principles that we as Old Mutual Multi-Managers apply is that of diversification 
and responsible investing. The former is probably expected of a multi-manager as we diversify across a range of managers. 
However, as we don’t invest directly in securities, the question may be asked how we can ensure that our portfolios are 
invested responsibly.

We are about to publish our Responsible Investing Report that details how we tackle the important issue of appropriate and 
sustainable investment. UNPRI and CRISA that set principles for responsible investment have been around for a while. The 
latter, a code for South African asset owners, has been around for nearly 10 years and focuses on environmental, social and 
governance (“ESG”) issues that should be followed when looking at the purchase and sale of securities. Annually we send out 
governance questionnaires to our asset managers that include a range of questions on how they address ESG issues.

Over the past five years, we have seen a much greater focus on responsible investing and the level of engagement with 
management on ESG concerns increase. We ourselves have also been more active in our regular report-backs from managers 
on these issues, and while investment performance is challenged, we do delve deeper into their proxy voting approach and 
outcomes as well as company interactions. I would highly recommend you read our Responsible Investing Report and would 
appreciate your feedback on our approach.

I want to return to the point I made above about the importance of diversification during these times. With the current 
volatility we are experiencing, we have seen the top asset managers of 2019 struggle in 2020; and even the losers in the first 
few months of 2020 recover. From an asset class perspective we have seen property and long bonds really suffer as a result 
of the impact of Covid-19 on the local and global economy. While we remain underweight property, we do believe that long 
bonds with high real yields should recover. Targeting real returns when markets don’t perform has been a challenge for us, 
but we remain committed to doing the best we can through appropriate diversification and responsible investing.

Thanks once again for all your support. If there is any way in which we can support you better, please let us know.

All the best and stay well,

Trevor

BUSINESS UPDATE
TREVOR PASCOE
MD | Old Mutual Multi-Managers
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OVERVIEW OF OUR INVESTMENT OFFERINGS

FUND CATEGORY

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Max 28 Fund

Strategy Funds
Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 1-3%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 3-5%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 5-7%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Defensive Balanced Fund Risk Aware Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Managed Fund Peer Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Money Market Fund Specialist Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Balanced Tracker Fund 

Tracker FundsOld Mutual Multi-Managers Moderate Tracker Fund 

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Conservative Tracker Fund 

THE FUND DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES ARE OUTLINED BELOW: 

STRATEGY FUNDS
The Strategy Funds are a set of investment strategies that is constructed to achieve specific real return (after-inflation) targets over 
a recommended minimum investment period. The objectives of the Strategy Funds are summarised as follows:
•  Max 28 Fund - aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+6-7% over a ten-year period
•  Inflation Plus 1-3% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+1-3% over a three-year period
•  Inflation Plus 3-5% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+3-5% over a five-year period
•  Inflation Plus 5-7% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+5-7% over a seven-year period

RISK AWARE FUND 
The Risk Aware Fund consists of the Defensive Balanced Fund. This Fund has dual objectives of short-term capital protection and 
long-term inflation-beating returns:
•  Defensive Balanced Fund – CPI+4% - capital protection over rolling 12-month periods

PEER FUND
The Managed Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) and will seek to provide 
a truly diversified solution for investors looking for real growth of capital over the long term. The Fund invests across all permissible 
asset classes including domestic equities, bonds, cash, property and offshore assets (up to a maximum of 30%). An additional 
allocation to Africa of 5% is allowed. Due to its multi-managed nature, the Fund is expected to provide similar returns to the 
average single-managed balanced fund over time, but with lower volatility. This policy-based investment is specifically designed 
for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. It is thus suitable for retirement 
fund investors.

SPECIALIST FUNDS
The Money Market Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) aimed to target 50 
basis points (before fees) above inflation over the medium to long term. This policy-based investment is specifically designed for 
institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

TRACKER FUNDS
The Tracker Funds invests in a range of indices diversified across various asset classes, and employs tactical asset allocation to 
position the strategy to achieve its return objective. The objectives of the Tracker Funds are summarised as follows:
•  Balanced Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 4%-6% above inflation over rolling seven-year periods
•  Moderate Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling five-year periods.
•  Conservative Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods.
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DEAR CLIENTS

During the third quarter of 2020, we communicated to you on the following:

GENERAL BUSINESS
•  Trading Update (August 2020) 

On 24 August 2020, our holding company, Old Mutual Limited, put out an operational trading update, ahead of the release 
of our 2020 Interim Results on 1 September 2020.

  Like many of our competitors, we have experienced an extremely difficult period and will probably continue to do so for the 
foreseeable future. 

  Our business performance was negatively impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown period with severe consequences 
for the economy, resulting in turbulent financial markets. Although local and global equity markets have recovered in the 
second quarter, the JSE SWIX was down 8% at the end of June 2020, and average equity market levels were 10% lower than 
2019. The uncertainty and anxiety around the pandemic continues to drive the challenging performance of financial markets.  

ASSET MANAGER CHANGE 
•  SA Equity Manager Appointment:  AEON Investment Management (August 2020) 

Aeon Investment Management will be appointed as a SA Equity manager during August 2020.  At this time, they will 
assume control of a portion of an existing portfolio of equity assets from one of our other managers and ensure a 
gradual transition of this portfolio to align it with their existing house view equity portfolios. In addition, we intend to 
increase the target allocation to our boutique manager portfolio, which contains the black-owned equity managers, 
from 10% to 15% of the overall equity exposure. This increase is being funded by a reduction in the target allocation to 
Prudential from 45% to 40% of the overall equity exposure. 

Should you wish to discuss any of these communications, please contact me on 021 – 524 4835.  Note that the above is an extract 
from the original detailed communications.  Please visit our website for the full communication.

Kind Regards

Jo-Ann de Klerk
Head | Marketing and Customer Support

CLIENT COMMUNICATION 
SUMMARY
JO-ANN DE KLERK
Head | Marketing and Customer Support
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OUR JOURNEY
In recent years, we have applied our minds to what it means to be a responsible investor, and how to incorporate 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into our investment process, with the ultimate goal of generating 
sustainable returns over time. Asset managers have been incorporating risks, which include risks of an ESG nature, in their 
research for many years, albeit to varying degrees. This is generally seen as an important part of good analysis and risk 
management. With that in mind, we have focused our attention on determining how, if at all, this ‘new’ ESG imperative is 
any different and, more importantly, how we might be able to leverage it to make a tangible and lasting difference to our 
investors and society as a whole. Importantly, this contemplation included how we as OMMM could ensure that we have 
impact and influence beyond merely monitoring, or “policing” our managers’ processes and ESG integration.

One of the things that are patently clear is that ESG integration has to be much more than just a “box ticking” exercise. 
Many of the issues are complex and we regularly see how differently our managers vote on certain proxies due to their 
unique perceptions, focus areas and judgement calls. There is also the question of which key issues we, as OMMM, should 
be focusing on to promote sustainable investing. Environmental issues are typically front of mind, as are key social issues 
such as transformation in order to deliver greater inclusion, representation and diversity. Locally and globally there is a 
growing consensus that more diverse companies perform better. Given the actions of certain management teams that 
have destroyed shareholder value in the local market in the past, governance issues clearly remain very important. 

We continue to enhance the incorporation of sustainable development thinking into our investment process. Our biggest 
impact is in engaging with managers. In selecting managers both locally and globally, as well as across asset classes, we 
get exposure to different approaches and ways of applying ESG factors in the analysis of investments. In many ways, global 
fund managers are ahead of us in this journey, and our interactions with certain of our offshore managers have given us 
valuable insights into best practices in driving sustainability. 

We see our role as leveraging this knowledge over time and challenging managers to think more broadly and deeply on 
these issues. 

While we don’t directly interact with company management or bond issuers, we believe we can, and do, have an impact 
by asking questions and prompting reflection amongst our appointed managers. In this way we aim to raise the bar on 
the issues we are targeting.

In terms of the companies in which we invest, it is our firm belief that active engagement is far more effective than 
divestment in bringing about change. From an investment perspective, companies that are improving their ESG metrics, 
and in the process becoming more innovative and reducing their risks, can potentially deliver better returns as the 
ratings and perceptions of the company improve. We therefore don’t generally support negative screening of companies, 
particularly in South Africa where the market is concentrated.

By honing in primarily on the four factors of remuneration, board representation, climate change and transformation, 
we are able to focus our conversations with managers. These factors have become standing agenda items at each of our 
report-backs and we will be in a position to provide more detailed feedback on the effectiveness of this approach in next 
year’s report. 

OUR RESPONSIBLE INVESTING 
APPROACH 
MONENE WATSON
Chief Investment Officer

(EXCERPT FROM THE SOON TO BE PUBLISHED RESPONSIBLE INVESTING REPORT)
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Another key area where we aim to have an influence is in working with our partners to escalate transformation within the 
industry. We implemented a Transformation Policy in 2017 that seeks to promote transformation in the following five areas: 

1) Improving the transformation of our team

2) Leveraging transformation at asset management companies 

3) Actively engaging with B-BBEE asset management companies 

4) Investing with black-owned managers

5) Promoting responsible investing 

We have made steady progress on all these key areas. We increased the exposure to black-owned managers in our funds 
at the end of 2017, and we have continued to increase this exposure over the last three years. This has been done across 
our client portfolios and is not just confined to bespoke solutions. We have built bespoke black-owned manager solutions 
across the asset class spectrum. We have also enjoyed some success in leveraging our transformation ambition with our 
smaller asset managers, where we have seen black individuals employed and promoted within their businesses. 

Transforming ourselves has been an exciting journey. We have added new team members, and importantly also invested 
in our existing team, offering new opportunities and developmental pathways. The last prong of our transformation policy 
is responsible investment and that is covered in detail in this document.

As a multi-manager we select managers, not individual securities. An important part of our job will thus remain the 
monitoring of our underlying managers, as will including ESG as part of our due diligence approach to manager selection. 

Our goal is to continually enhance our impact and incorporate what we learn along the way into our ongoing promotion 
of sustainable investing.

HOW WE AIM TO HAVE AN IMPACT
As a multi-manager, we do not consider it our role to dictate how our managers must implement a responsible investing 
approach. However, before we appoint a manager, we assess that manager’s approach to responsible investing and look 
at how ESG factors are integrated into the investment process. A credible process is a precursor to investment. Once a 
manager is appointed, we see our role as two-fold: 

1. Holding our managers to account in terms of our responsible investing principles; and 

2. Intentionally driving change through factors we choose to influence. 

The factors we have chosen to focus on in the near term are remuneration, board representation, transformation and the 
environment. 

•  Remuneration - We believe remuneration structures are a key component of a long-term approach to managing 
investments. 

•  Board representation - Independent, diverse and competent boards promote strong governance and are also an 
important source of vital strategic support. 

•  Transformation - Even after nearly 30 years of democracy, the South African economy and business landscape still do 
not adequately reflect the people of this country. Promoting transformation within the investment industry, as well as 
within the underlying businesses in which we invest, is critically important for the sustainable growth of our economy. 
For our offshore asset managers, we look at transformation from a diversity and inclusion perspective, assessing the 
degree to which our managers have promoted diversity within their investment teams. 

•  Environment - Lastly, while most people acknowledge the importance of addressing climate change, little has been 
done to move the needle in terms of global emissions. In South Africa we have tended to focus on governance within 
an ESG framework, but it is important that we, as investors, develop a framework for dealing with climate change in the 
South African context. 
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SYNOPSIS:
• Global equities pull back from record levels.
• Local equities follow global markets lower.
• Volatile rand ends month stronger.

GLOBAL
Risk aversion rose sharply in September, as investors grappled with rising coronavirus cases in Europe, and to a lesser extent, 
the US. Also of concern is the increasing likelihood of a messy, indecisive US presidential election in November.

Global equities fell in September, following strong gains in previous months. The US S&P 500 lost 3.8% in the month, but is 
still up 5.6% year to date, astounding given everything that has happened to the American and global economy this year.

The Eurostoxx 600 Index lost 1.4% in euros in September, increasing the year-to-date loss to 11%. Japan’s Nikkei 225 bucked 
the trend, with a 0.8% return in the month, bringing the year-to-date return in yen to -0.9%.

Despite a stronger dollar, emerging market equities marginally beat developed markets in September. The MSCI Emerging 
Market Index lost 2.9% in the month but is only 1% down for the year to date. This is largely due to the strong recovery in 
Chinese shares, with the MSCI China Index up 17% in 2020.

Our global equity benchmark, the MSCI All Country World Index hit an all-time high in August, but lost 3.2% in September. It 
still clung on to an 8.3% return for the third quarter and a 1.8% return for 2020 to date. 

Global bond returns were negative in September, with widening credit spreads not offset by marginally lower sovereign 
yields. The benchmark US 10-year Treasury yield ended the month at 0.66% and The Bloomberg Global Aggregate Bond 
Index returned -0.4%. The year-to-date return of 5.7% is still ahead of equities. 

Global listed property followed equity markets lower in September, with the FTSE/EPRA Nareit Developed Index losing 4% 
in dollars. However, unlike the broad equity market, it hasn’t come close to making up coronavirus-related losses. Its year-to-
date loss was 19% at the end of the third quarter. 

Commodities pulled back in September as the dollar rose and risk appetite receded. The declines were broad-based across 
industrial and precious metals, as well as energy. 

LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
MARKET COMMENTARY
IZAK ODENDAAL
Investment Strategist
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LOCAL
Local equities followed global markets lower in September. The FTSE/JSE All Share Index lost 1.6% in September and was 
negative for the first three quarters of the year. Over one year, its return of 2% is behind inflation and cash. Our preferred 
benchmark, the less-concentrated FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX lost 1.6% in the month and is much further behind cash and 
inflation year to date and over one year with returns of -9.8% and -5% respectively. 

Resources shares are still leading the pack for 2020, but declined in September as commodity prices slipped. Resources lost 
3.4% in September, but the sector was still positive year to date with an 11.9% return.

Industrials lost 1.5% in September. Among the big rand hedges, Naspers had a negative month, but BAT and Richemont were 
positive. Year-to-date, industrials returned 4.3% at the end of the third quarter. 

Financial shares were surprisingly positive in September, with a 2.3% return, but are still deeply depressed for the first three 
quarters of the year having lost 32%.  Financial shares tend to be more focused on the domestic economy than industrials 
and resources.

Listed property had another torrid month, losing 4%. As a result, the loss from the first nine months of the year was 9%. 

Bonds were marginally negative in September, with losses concentrated at the long end of the curve. The All Bond Index 
lost 0.5% in September, but is still positive on a year-to-date basis with a 1.6% return. Over one year, the ALBI returned 3.6%, 
behind the 6.2% return from cash. Cash returns are drifting lower as a result of the Reserve Bank’s interest rate cuts. 

Inflation-linked bonds were negative in September after a strong prior month, losing 1.7%.

The rand was extremely volatile in September. It started the month on the front foot, quickly reversed those gains as global 
markets sold off, and then rallied again to end the month 1% stronger against the dollar at R16.67. The rand is still 19% weaker 
year to date against the greenback, boosting offshore returns for local investors. It ended September at R19.28 against the 
euro and R21.29 against the pound. 

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute financial advice in any way or form. It is important to 
consult a financial planner to receive financial advice before acting on any information contained herein.  Old Mutual Wealth 
and its directors, officers and employees shall not be responsible and disclaims all liability for any loss, damage (whether 
direct, indirect, special or consequential) and/or expense of any nature whatsoever, which may be suffered as a result of or 
which may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use of, or reliance upon any information contained in this document. 
Old Mutual Wealth is brought to you through several authorised Financial Services Providers in the Old Mutual Group who 
make up the elite service offering.

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute financial advice in any way or form. It is important to consult a financial planner to receive 
financial advice before acting on any information contained herein. Old Mutual Wealth and its directors, officers and employees shall not be responsible and disclaims 
all liability for any loss, damage (whether direct, indirect, special or consequential) and/or expense of any nature whatsoever, which may be suffered as a result of or 
which may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use of, or reliance upon any information contained in this document. Old Mutual Wealth is brought to you 
through several authorised Financial Services Providers in the Old Mutual Group who make up the elite service offering.
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MARKET INDICES PERFORMANCE TABLE
February 2001 - September 2020 (not annualized if less than 1 year)

YTD 3 MONTHS 1 YEAR 2 YEARS 3 YEARS 4 YEARS 5 YEARS 10 YEARS

JSE AllShare (J203T) -2.51% 0.67% 2.01% 1.93% 2.39% 4.30% 4.75% 9.58%

JSE SWIX (J403T) -6.64% -0.33% -2.19% -1.01% -0.39% 1.41% 2.89% 9.11%

JSE Capped SWIX (J433T) -9.78% 1.01% -5.02% -3.74% -2.38% -0.51% 1.11% 8.15%
JSE Top 40 (J200T) 1.00% 0.63% 5.59% 3.72% 3.57% 5.58% 5.26% 9.91%

JSE FINI (J580T) -32.80% -1.64% -30.91% -18.63% -10.56% -6.46% -5.38% 6.23%

JSE INDI (J257T) 4.31% -2.29% 4.31% 3.06% -0.66% 2.26% 2.70% 12.43%

JSE RESI (J210T) 12.29% 5.71% 27.40% 15.63% 19.76% 17.63% 14.90% 4.50%

JSE Midcaps (J201T) -24.68% 1.34% -14.96% -5.45% -4.28% -3.92% 0.87% 6.82%

JSE Smallcaps (J202T) -18.20% 3.48% -17.60% -14.75% -11.46% -8.73% -4.45% 5.88%

JSE Gold Mining (J150T) 81.62% 3.32% 129.09% 128.24% 58.15% 25.98% 41.94% 8.49%

JSE Value (J330T) -15.77% 0.73% -13.05% -7.42% -2.88% -0.84% 0.56% 5.31%

JSE Growth (J331T) 10.20% 0.67% 16.91% 10.71% 7.32% 8.67% 8.42% 12.63%

ALBI 1.82% 1.45% 3.58% 7.43% 7.33% 7.55% 7.57% 7.62%

STeFI 4.38% 1.16% 6.20% 6.77% 6.93% 7.10% 7.11% 6.42%

JSE All Property Index (J803T) -47.84% -15.40% -47.24% -30.20% -25.18% -18.25% -15.22% 0.76%

FTSE 100 INDEX -9.47% -4.50% -8.61% -4.46% -1.80% 0.65% -0.07% 7.57%

COMPOSITE DAX INDEX 20.95% 4.35% 23.42% 11.07% 7.39% 11.90% 11.46% 16.30%

NIKKEI 225 INDEX 20.39% 2.09% 20.06% 10.43% 14.49% 13.17% 12.79% 16.70%

SA CPI 2.64% 1.65% 3.00% 3.66% 4.09% 4.26% 4.58% 5.06%

Currency: ZAR
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INDUSTRY UPDATES

ALLAN GRAY
Allan Gray announced the departure of its Chief Investment Officer, Andrew Lapping, during the quarter. Andrew will be leaving 
Allan Gray towards the end of the year, with the intention of exploring opportunities outside of investment management. In 
addition, Allan Gray also announced the departures of Mark Dunley-Owen and Leonard Krüger from the business. Mark managed 
portions of the fixed income and stable portfolios, and left to join their sister company Orbis. Leonard was also responsible for 
managing a portion of the stable portfolios, and left Allan Gray to join a competitor. 

Duncan Artus took over as Chief Investment Officer from Andrew Lapping, effective from 1 September 2020. Duncan joined Allan 
Gray in 2001 and has been managing a portion of client assets in the equity and balanced portfolios since 2005. As part of their 
succession planning, Allan Gray have appointed three new portfolio managers in their equity, balanced and stable portfolios: Rory 
Kutisker-Jacobson, Tim Acker and Sean Munsie. Rami Hajjar and Kamal Govan have also been promoted to portfolio managers 
focusing on Africa and frontier market equities. 

The South African fixed interest portfolio of the balanced portfolios previously managed by Andrew and Mark would be split 
between existing bond and money market portfolio managers Londa Nxumalo and Thalia Petousis, while Sandy McGregor 
retained his existing responsibilities. Londa and Thalia assumed full responsibility for the Allan Gray Bond and Money Market 
funds, which they previously co-managed with Mark. 

BLUEALPHA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
BlueAlpha announced the acquisition of a majority stake in the business by Crede Capital Partners. CEO of Crede Capital Partners, 
Sandile Sokhela, now chairs the BlueAlpha Board of Directors, while Duzi Ndlovu of Crede Capital Partners joins the team of 
portfolio managers. The transaction makes BlueAlpha Investment Management a majority black-owned investment manager. 

COUNTERPOINT ASSET MANAGEMENT
Counterpoint Asset Management announced the acquisition of Bridge Fund Managers from Infinitus Holdings (Pty) Ltd. This is 
Counterpoint’s second acquisition in 2020, after merging with value manager RECM earlier this year. The combined businesses 
will manage assets of nearly R12bn once the transaction is concluded. 

FOORD ASSET MANAGEMENT
Foord announced the retirement of Daryll Owen during the quarter. Daryll joined Foord in 2013 as the deputy-CIO, having 
previously spent decades at BoE and Nedgroup. Due to the improved capacity in the Foord business, they do not expect to replace 
Daryll in the deputy-CIO role. Dave Foord, Nick Balkin and William Fraser will continue as multiple counsellor managers, while 
Mike Townshend will continue to manage HNW personal portfolios. Daryll’s ESG responsibilities will be taken on by senior analyst 
Pravarshan Murugasen. 

In addition, Foord announced that Nick Balkin would be relinquishing the time-consuming Head of Research role to focus 
principally on portfolio management. A new position of Head of Equity, which combines aspects of the previous Head of Research 
and deputy-CIO roles was created, with Pravarshan Murugasen appointed to this role. Foord has also appointed Brian Pyle, 
previously of Old Mutual, on a one-year contract to help the team review, document and improve the rigour of the equity research 
process. 

NINETY ONE
Ninety One announced the departure of Rudi Naumann from their Balanced team. Rudi joined the firm in 2004 as an asset 
allocation analyst, and has more recently worked alongside the Balanced strategy leaders, Chris Freund and Hannes van den Berg, 
in a leadership role on the strategy. Rudi plans to leave the investment industry, but will remain at Ninety One until the end of 
December 2020 as part of his handover period. 

Esther Chan will be transferring from the Ninety One Emerging Market Corporate Debt team to the Balanced team, where her 
focus will be on offshore investment opportunities and asset allocation for the Balanced strategy. She will work closely with the 
Balanced portfolio management team of Hannes, Chris, Samantha Hartard, Unathi Loos and Rehana Khan in transitioning Rudi’s 
responsibilities. 
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PRUDENTIAL INVESTMENT MANAGERS
Prudential announced the recent promotions of Sandile Malinga and Anthea Angermund, who were recently promoted to co-
portfolio managers on several of Prudential’s multi-asset unit trust funds. Sandile takes on co-portfolio management responsibilities 
for the Inflation Plus and Balanced Funds, while retaining his portfolio management responsibilities for the Money Market and 
Income funds. Anthea has been made co-portfolio manager of the Namibia Inflation Plus and Namibia Balanced funds. Both 
Anthea and Sandile are members of Prudential’s Asset Allocation Committee that determines the strategic and tactical asset 
class positioning across Prudential’s multi-asset funds.

In addition, Prudential also announced the appointments of Raghib Davids and Leonard Krüger during the quarter. Raghib joined 
Prudential on 1 July 2020 from Kagiso Asset Managers and joins the equity analyst team, with specific sector coverage of listed 
property shares. Leonard joins Prudential with effect from 1 October 2020 from Allan Gray as an equity portfolio manager, while 
also taking on stock coverage of a number of listed equities and joins the Asset Allocation Committee. 

SANLAM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
During the quarter, Sanlam Investments announced that they have signed a term sheet with African Rainbow Capital Financial 
Services (ARC FS) in respect of a transaction to establish one of the largest broad-based black-empowered asset management 
companies in South Africa. Once the transaction becomes effective, ARC FS will own an approximate 25% economic interest in 
Sanlam’s South African third-party asset management business. This interest will be housed in Sanlam Investment Holdings (SIH), 
with Sanlam owning the remaining economic interest in SIH. Post the transaction, SIH will be a black-owned asset manager as 
defined in the Financial Sector Charter. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals and other conditions precedent. 

VISIO FUND MANAGEMENT
Visio announced the appointment of Kabelo Rikhotso as an Executive and Fund Manager, effective 15 July 2020. Kabelo joins Visio 
from Royal Investment Managers where he was the founder CEO and Executive Director. He also previously spent time at Alexander 
Forbes Investments as the Head of Portfolio Management. Kabelo’s roles and responsibilities at Visio will include investment 
research, portfolio analysis, portfolio construction, strategic insights on the industry, client report-backs and investment product 
optimisation. 
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WHAT STOOD OUT IN Q3 2020?

In our research, commentary and weekly investment meetings, the following attracted particular attention.

CORONAVIRUS CONCERNS REMAIN

Any hope for a sustained V-shaped global recovery ultimately rests on herd immunity, whether through prior immunity or 
vaccination (or an effective treatment of Covid-19). A spike in new coronavirus cases in many European countries, and to a 
lesser extent, the US, is therefore cause for concern. The increase in cases in the Northern hemisphere could be linked to the 
onset of autumn, implying a seasonal pattern, but scientists disagree. 

At any rate, some new restrictions on movement and activity have been implemented. These are mostly on a regional basis, 
unlike in March and April, and will therefore not be nearly as disruptive economically. Crucially, so far hospitals are coping 
with the number of Covid-19 patients and related deaths are much lower than what we saw earlier in the year. Doctors are 
better at treating Covid-19, but it is also possible that the wave was so vastly undercounted that the mortality rate is actually 
roughly similar or even lower. 

In South Africa, lockdown restrictions were eased during the third quarter and there are very few limitations left on mobility 
and economic activity. Despite this, new infection rates have declined, instead of increasing. It is too soon to tell if some sort 
of herd immunity has been established in South Africa, but the signs so far are encouraging.  

CENTRAL BANKS CONFIRM LOWER FOR LONGER

The US Federal Reserve announced the outcome of a major review of the central bank’s monetary policy framework. It will 
now target an average of 2% over time. Since inflation has long been below 2% – in fact it has consistently undershot the 2% 
target since it was adopted – the Fed will tolerate inflation above 2% to raise the average. The Fed will therefore not hike rates 
at the first sign of inflation breaching 2% or of the economy recovering, as was the case in 2015 when it started gradually 
raising rates from near-zero levels. 

Nor will it hike rates when unemployment declines rapidly. It has now given up the so-called Philips Curve, the idea that low 
unemployment leads to higher inflation. Last year US unemployment fell to 50-year lows, a level the Philips Curve would have 
predicted as being unsustainable. Yet there was no overheating and no meaningful inflationary pressures. From now on, the 
Fed will only consider the unemployment rate in so far as it is too high, not too low. 

Fed Chair Jerome Powell explicitly tied this back to addressing inequality – not something central banks have traditionally 
spoken about – noting the importance of a strong labour market to deliver meaningful benefits to individuals with lower 
education levels and racial minorities who often tend to be the last to benefit from an upswing and the first to be retrenched 
in a downswing. The goal now is not just low unemployment, but a ‘broad-based and inclusive’ recovery.

MARKET INSIGHT
IZAK ODENDAAL
Investment Strategist
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LOCAL ECONOMY CRUMBLED IN THE FIRST HALF OF 2020

Second quarter economic growth numbers released in September showed a 51% annualised quarterly contraction, the worst on 
record. On an unannualised basis, the quarter-on-quarter decline was 16%. Compared to a year ago, the economy was 17% smaller 
in the second quarter in real terms. 

StatsSA and statistical agencies in some other countries (notably the US) have traditionally presented annualised quarterly growth 
rates, while others (notably in Europe) don’t. The main thing is that growth rates should be analysed consistently over time, and 
that cross-country comparisons should be made on the same basis.

The underlying economic reality does not change whether growth rates are annualised or not. In the case of South Africa, that 
reality is that while the blow to the economy in the second quarter was due to a lockdown that has since mostly been lifted, 
the three prior quarters were also negative. Even as the post-lockdown recovery continues, the economy will continue to face 
structural headwinds, notably electricity supply constraints.  

As the economy contracted in the second quarter, there were widespread job losses. However, unemployment data was distorted 
by the lockdown and a full picture will probably only be revealed over time. StatsSA data showed that 2.2 million people lost their 
jobs in the second quarter, though it is not clear how many of these are temporary. More than five million fewer people were 
counted as economically active, and this pushed the unemployment rate down instead of up.  

The second quarter was the low point and third quarter activity levels were already much higher. The question remains whether 
this rebound can be sustained in the quarters ahead. Both households and the government are severely constrained financially, 
and this will limit spending. Rather, it looks to be a recovery led by agriculture, mining and manufacturing. A soft rand will tend to 
help these sectors by boosting export revenues.
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PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Max 28 Fund 0.8% 1.1% 1.8% 4.9% 7.1% 11.3% 12.3%

Strategy Return Target 9.6% 10.2% 10.6% 11.1% 11.4% 11.6% 12.3%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.
The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on 
the research team’s investigation and modelling. 
The diamonds indicate the current actual historical 
return over each period of the fund.
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YEAR/S TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND

The Fund is an amalgamation of the Old Mutual Multi-Managers Aggressive Fund and the Old Mutual Multi-Managers 
Inflation Plus 7% Strategy. 

INCEPTION DATE: October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R767.5m

COMMENTARY 

This quarter, the Fund returned 2.01% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 0.7% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 
1.5%. The local property sector was down -15.4%.

Over the last 12 months, the Fund returned -0.03% net and the local bond market returned 3.6%. Local listed property returns 
have remained volatile and are -47.2% lower for the 12 months to end September 2020. Local cash has returned 5.6% for the last 
12 months. The JSE All Share Index (ALSI) delivered 2.0%.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND 

  STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against it’s 
performance target.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This Investment Strategy gives you the opportunity to achieve maximum long-term growth. It invests in diversified portfolios 
of high-quality instruments. The strategy’s primary exposure will be to South African and international listed shares. It aims to 
achieve a return in the range of 6%-7% above inflation over rolling ten-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET
CPI +6.5%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve maximum capital growth over a long-term horizon and is therefore primarily invested 
in growth assets.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.

ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 1  -  3% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 31 October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R698.3m

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation Plus 1-3% strategy returned 5.4% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of three years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned 4.6%.

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 1-3% Strategy 5.3% 6.6% 6.0% 7.6% 8.4% 10.4% 12.4%

Strategy Return Target 5.1% 5.7% 6.1% 6.6% 6.9% 7.1% 7.8%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS 
AND CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range 
of returns over different investment periods, 
based on the research team’s investigation and 
modelling. The diamonds indicate the current 
actual historical return over each period of the 
Fund. 
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PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS INFLATION 
PLUS 1 - 3 STRATEGY 

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the Strategy’s 
performance against it’s performance 
target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 1  -  3% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a steady pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified across 
various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, listed property 
and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods. This policy based 
investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds 
Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET:
CPI +2%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy is considered to be relatively conservative and therefore mainly invests in low risk asset classes such as 
cash and fixed income. This ensures that the strategy provides the necessary capital protection during volatile periods, while also 
being positioned to benefit from rising markets. 

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.

ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 3 -  5% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 30 June 2003 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R4.3bn

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation Plus 3-5% strategy returned 5.7% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of five years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned -2.0%. 

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 3-5% Strategy 3.7% 3.5% 3.7% 6.3% 7.8% 10.8% 13.3%

Strategy Return Target 7.1% 7.7% 8.1% 8.6% 8.9% 9.1% 9.4%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on 
the research team’s investigation and modelling. The 
diamonds indicate the current actual historical return 
over each period.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
INFLATION PLUS 3-5% STRATEGY

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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Long Short Equity
      

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 3 -  5% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a reasonable pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified 
across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, fixed 
interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling 
five-year periods. This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with 
Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET 
CPI +4%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve capital growth over a medium-term horizon and therefore has a moderate exposure 
to growth assets such as equities and a relatively lower exposure to income-generating asset classes.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.

24.4%
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 5 -  7% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 31 October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R12.2bn

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation plus 5-7% strategy returned 6.4% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of seven years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned -2.1%.. 

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 5-7% Strategy 3.4% 2.7% 3.0% 5.9% 7.7% 11.4% 13.1%

Strategy Return Target 9.1% 9.7% 10.1% 10.6% 10.9% 11.1% 11.8%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS 
AND CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range 
of returns over different investment periods, 
based on the research team’s investigation and 
modelling. The diamonds indicate the current 
actual historical return over each period of the 
fund.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
INFLATION PLUS 5-7% STRATEGY 

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET 

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against it’s 
performance target.
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ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 5 -  7% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a moderate to high pace. It invests in a range of portfolios 
diversified across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international 
cash, fixed interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 5-7% above inflation over 
rolling seven-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET
CPI +6%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve high capital growth over a long-term horizon. It therefore has a high exposure to 
growth assets such as equities and minimum exposure to income-generating asset classes.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2002 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R736 030 248.5

COMMENTARY

This quarter, the Fund returned 2.0% net with FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 0.7% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 1.5%. 
The local property sector was down -15.4%.

As at the end of September 2020, exposure to asset classes for the Absolute Defensive Balance Fund was as follows: domestic 
equities 23%, domestic bonds 18% and 23% in cash. Offshore is close to 23%. The Fund has also maintained exposure to alternative 
asset classes such as private equity at 3.1%. 

Over the past quarter, SIM returned 1.3%, Coronation 3.3% and Ninety One 1.1%.

5 YEAR ANNUALISED RISK ADJUSTED RETURNS
Return (%) Std Dev (%)

OMMM Defensive Balanced 
Fund  6.6  6.2 

JSE SWIX 2.9 15.2

JSE Capped Swix 1.1 15.1

ALBI 7.6 8.9

STeFI 7.1 0.2

SA Listed Property -12.9 23.1

MSCI World Index 15.9 16.8

Equity 23.5%

Private Equity 3.1%

International Bonds 2.5%

International Cash 1.6%

International Equity 23.0%

Other 0.6%

Bonds 18.2%

Cash 23.0%

Index-linked Bonds 5.1%

Property 1.0%

ASSET ALLOCATION

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Absolute - Coronation 30.3%

Absolute - Ninety One 30.4%

Absolute - SIM 36.3%

Private Equity 3.1%
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE
The fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) designed to target non-negative 
returns over rolling 12-month periods with a 4% real return expectation per annum over the long term (before fees). This policy 
based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension 
funds Act of South Africa. Investment objectives are not guaranteed.

BENCHMARK
The Old Mutual Multi-Managers Defensive Balanced Fund and the underlying managers are measured against Headline CPI for 
all urban areas.  

TARGET 
Non negative returns over rolling 12 months with 4% real p.a. over the long term.

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2.    Where applicable all returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Where net priced asset manager portfolios are used, returns stated 

are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-managers fees.

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 

CALENDAR YEAR PERFORMANCE (%) 

YTD1 2019 2018 2017 2016

Fund 3.7% 11.9% 0.9% 8.3% 4.0%

Benchmark 5.7% 7.6% 9.2% 8.6% 10.6%
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ASSET ALLOCATION
Equity 43.0%

Bonds 17.2%

Index-linked Bonds 1.0%

Property 2.1%

Cash 4.8%

Other 3.4%

International Equities 27.1%

International Bonds 0.3%

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MANAGED FUND

INCEPTION DATE: April 2010 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R767 457 144.9

COMMENTARY

This quarter, the Fund returned 16.8% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 23.2% and the All Bond Index 
(ALBI) 9.9%. The local property sector was down 18.7%.

It was a very good second quarter, this is evident in the underlying manager returns, with Prudential returning 19.6%, 
Coronation 16.6%, Allan Gray 15.3% and Ninety One 14.9%. For the 12 months ending June 2020, Prudential returned -2.4%, 
Coronation 2.7%, and Allan Gray 2.9%. 

The Fund has returned 2.0% net over the last 12 months.

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Coronation Balanced 30.1%

Prudential Balanced 29.9%

Ninety One Balanced 19.7%

Allan Gray 19.9%

OMR Private Equity 2 0.2%

OMR Private Equity 3 0.1%

5 YEAR ANNUALISED RISK ADJUSTED RETURNS
Return (%) Std Dev (%)

Managed Fund  5.8  11.4 

JSE SWIX  2.9  15.2 

JSE Capped Swix  1.1  15.1 

ALBI  7.6  8.9 

STeFI  7.1  0.2 

SA Listed Property  -12.9  23.1 

MSCI World Index  15.9  16.8 
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5 Years3 Years1 Year1 month 3 months

-1.2%

-1.8%

2.2%

0.8%
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1.6%

3.6%
3.1%

5.8%
5.3%

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MANAGED FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE
This quarter, the Fund returned 2.0% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 0.7% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 
1.5%. The local property sector was down -15.4%.

It was a very mixed third quarter which is evident in the underlying manager returns, with Prudential returning 0.9%, Coronation 
4.4%, Allan Gray 0.1% and Ninety One 1.9%. For the 12 months ending September 2020, Prudential returned -0.8%, Coronation 
5.3%, and Allan Gray 1.2%. 

The Fund has returned 2.8% net over the last 12 months.

BENCHMARK
Median of Alexander Forbes Global Large Manager Watch.

TARGET
To outperform the median of the Global Large Manager Watch.

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2. All returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Benchmark returns are gross of fees.
3. Returns stated are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-Managers fees.

CALENDAR YEAR PERFORMANCE (%) 

YTD 2019 2018 2017 2016

Fund -0.3% 12.6% -3.2% 12.5% 4.0%

Benchmark -1.1% 10.9% -2.0% 11.5% 3.3%

10 YEARS  
ROLLING RETURNS

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK  

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MONEY MARKET FUND

INCEPTION DATE: August 2000 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R869 251 559.6

COMMENTARY

The investments are diversified across a number of issuers and instruments and are therefore considered less risky than a deposit 
with any one bank. According to the most recently available data, the Strategy’s weighted average maturity is 107 days. The 
Strategy’s term exposure is biased towards the short end of the money market curve with close to 81% of instruments within six 
months of maturity. More than 98% of the strategy was exposed to F1/F1+ rated investments.

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Sanlam MM 50.0%

Prescient MM 50.0%

ASSET ALLOCATION

Cash 100.0%

MATURITY PROFILE

0-7 days 18.6%

8-30 days 8.4%

31-60 days 13.9%

61-90 days 16.3%

91-120 days 7.9%

121-180 days 14.4%

181 plus days 20.5%
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7.9%

6.5%

7.9%

6.7%
7.4%

7.1%
6.5%

6.2%

1.2%
0.4%

0.9%
0.3%

6.9%

5.6%

10 Years7 Years5 Years3 Years1 Year1 month 3 months

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MONEY MARKET FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
The Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) aimed to target 50 basis points 
(before fees) above inflation over the medium to long term. This policy-based investment is specifically designed for institutional 
investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension funds Act of South Africa.    

BENCHMARK    
The Money market Fund is measured against STeFI 3 month.    

TARGET    
STeFI + 0.5% p.a. over the medium to long term.

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2.  Where applicable all returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Where net priced asset manager portfolios are used, returns stated 

are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-Managers fees.

5 YEARS CUMULATIVE 
RETURNS

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 
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YEAR/S TO 30 JUNE 2020

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R179.4m  

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 3O SEPTEMBER 2020

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Balanced Tracker Fund -2.6% 1.4% 18.6%

Strategy Return Target 0.6% 3.3% 3.7%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling. 

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a moderate to high pace. It invests in a range of portfolios 
diversified across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international 
cash, fixed interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 4%-6% above inflation 
over rolling seven-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +5% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 4 - 6% p.a. above inflation over the long term.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R21.2m 

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
                                                                   

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Moderate Tracker Fund -2.4% 1.4% 17.1%

Strategy Return Target 0.5% 3.0% 3.2%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).
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YEAR/S TO 30 JUNE 2020

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a reasonable pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified 
across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, fixed 
interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling 
five-year periods. 

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +4% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 3 - 5% p.a. above inflation over the long term.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R0.1m

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
                                                                   

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Conservative Tracker Fund -1.2% 1.1% 9.8%

Strategy Return Target 0.3% 2.5% 2.2%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).
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YEAR/S TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a steady pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified across 
various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, listed property 
and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +2% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 1 - 3% p.a. above inflation over the long term. 

ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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ABSOLUTE DEFENSIVE MANAGED FUND 
The Absolute Defensive Fund returned 1.96% over the quarter, 5.03% over one year and 6.6% annualised over five years. .  

SIM
The extent of the damage to the local economy caused by Covid-19 became apparent when second quarter GDP showed an 
annualised contraction of 51%, undershooting almost all forecasts, as all sectors apart from agriculture saw negative growth. 
However, clear signs of recovery could be seen in September, as evidenced by the Absa Manufacturing PMI for August at 57.3 and 
a surprisingly strong third quarter RMB/BER business confidence print of 24. The SARB kept rates unchanged at its September 
meeting, despite several economists expecting a 25 bp cut following on from the 25 bp rate reduction in July. On 16 September, 
President Ramaphosa announced that the country would be moving to Level 1 of the lockdown regulations from 20 September. 
The main restriction lifted under Level 1 is that on international travel (with effect from 1 October), although tourism operators were 
disappointed to learn that visitors from many of their key markets would be barred from visiting SA for leisure purposes owing 
to their relatively high Covid-19 infection cases. Gatherings of up to 250 people indoors and 500 people outdoors are now also 
allowed, a development that will please the performing arts and events industries. 

In keeping with global stock markets, the FTSE/JSE Shareholder Weighted Index (SWIX) ended the month 3.1% lower, with all of 
the industrials (-2.6%), resources (-3.1%) and financials (-0.4%) sectors seeing weak performance. The Listed Property sector’s poor 
run continued, with a return of -6.4% over the month. Nominal bonds (as represented by the FTSE/JSE All Bond Total Return Index) 
were flat over the month (-0.05%) although the index performance masks another good month for short-end bonds, as the long 
end continues to underperform. Inflation-linked bonds underperformed nominal bonds significantly, losing 1.5% over the month, 
while cash returned 0.35%.

The Fund’s effective domestic equity position rose over the month, with the protective derivative structures gaining in value in 
another weak month for local stocks. The nominal bond allocation increased too, mainly as a result of investing in a structured 
note that embeds a quality credit name on the yield and cash flows of the R186. The ILB allocation remained unchanged, 
while the Fund’s allocation to cash and short-term interest-bearing instruments was reduced as a result of the purchase of the 
aforementioned note as well as from the effective increase in equities. The allocation to listed property fell as the sector continued 
to struggle.

The Fund’s effective offshore equity allocation gained on the back of the protective derivatives in place gaining value as equities 
fell. The allocations to offshore bonds, cash and property were largely unchanged.

CORONATION
The Fund has steadily increased its global effective exposure to 28% currently. Coronation has mainly increased holdings of global 
equities as the other asset classes look expensive (global bonds) or face structural headwinds (global property). While certain 
equity indices, such as the US S&P 500, look expensive and have rallied hard from the bottom, it has been a narrow market with 
a few shares delivering the bulk of the performance. The manager also increased the equity allocation on the local side over the 
past few months. The majority of our exposure is to attractively valued rand hedge shares, such as British American Tobacco and 
Anheuser Busch InBev. These businesses are defensive and can show real revenue and earnings growth in hard currencies over the 
medium term. Most importantly, they are strong free cash flow converters and will use their cash to de-lever their balance sheet 
and return cash to shareholders. This combination of decent earnings growth and dividend returns is attractive for portfolios. 

The increase in global and local equites has been funded from the SA fixed income allocation. SA bonds still offer very attractive 
real yields, especially in the long end of the curve, and the Fund still has a healthy 36% allocation to a mix of government 
bonds, inflation-linked bonds and corporate credit. While government acknowledges the seriousness of the economic situation, 
Coronation thinks that there is a non-negligible risk that we do not see the decisive policy changes and expenditure reform plans 
the economy needs to avoid a debt trap. 

The manager remains very cautious on SA property and has not increased exposure here. Most real estate companies entered 
the Covid-19 crisis with stretched balance sheets. Pressure on net rental income is likely to intensify and capital restructuring 
will be necessary for many counters. There has been a significant derating of this sector and despite this, Coronation don’t think 
valuations are compelling enough to increase allocation. 

As we sit now, the outlook for risk assets is certainly not rosy but valuations have more than reflected this and thus increased risk 
asset exposure. Coronation remains mindful of the Fund’s dual mandate and use asset class diversification as well as appropriate 
put protection to preserve capital. While the outlook remains uncertain, this creates attractive investment opportunities and a 
considered increase in risk exposure is justified at this point to enable the Fund to deliver on its mandate in the future.
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NINETY ONE
Notwithstanding the stronger rand against the US dollar, the continued rebound in global equities led to the offshore component 
of the portfolio contributing positively to absolute performance, with the regional allocation to Asia, particularly China, a key driver 
of absolute gains. Investments in precious metals, including the 1nvest Palladium, 1nvest Rhodium and NewPlat exchange-traded 
funds (ETF), Gold Fields, Harmony Gold Mining Company, Impala Platinum and Sibanye-Stillwater, added to absolute returns. 
Additionally, the holdings in Capitec Bank, FirstRand, The Foschini Group and MTN Group enhanced gains, while the allocation to 
domestic bonds also benefited the portfolio. On the other hand, the small allocation to listed property detracted from absolute 
performance as the asset class came under pressure over the period. Stakes in AngloGold Ashanti, Bid Corp, British American 
Tobacco, Mr Price Group, Naspers, Prosus, Sanlam and Truworths International also dragged on absolute returns. 

In terms of asset allocation, the manager deployed some cash into equities, both locally and offshore in September as market 
weakness provided better entry points. Given the fluid nature of the global economic environment, the threat of second waves 
of Covid-19 infections and simmering geopolitical concerns (China-US tensions and upcoming US elections), Ninety One remains 
cognisant of the challenging environment and continues to have balanced and diversified exposures across asset classes, 
geographies, sectors and individual assets. The offshore allocation remains favourably disposed to equities, wherein the exposure 
is skewed towards Asian and European investments as well as corporates that are most likely to provide returns commensurate 
with the prevalent level of risk over the medium term. The China growth story – the economic engine for the Asian region – remains 
more positive than the rest of the world, while Chinese markets continue to exhibit reasonable valuations, while earnings have 
substantial upside over the medium term view. In Europe, corporates are deleveraging, addressing underperforming assets and 
lowering costs, while levels of competition are lower within region. The furlough systems and automatic fiscal stabilizers in place 
should hold the region in good stead.

Ninety One continues to prefer cash and high-quality investment grade credit over global bonds. Global bond yields are at low 
levels as we have witnessed synchronised policy easing from central banks in the face of the Covid-19-related economic downturn. 
Most developed market government bonds have negative real yields and the front end of the bond yield curve is likely to be 
anchored by easing biases from central banks, while the long end could be affected by supply as countries will need to fund their 
fiscal stimulus packages. 

The local equity composition is diversified, with some capital invested in global defensive companies (Naspers, Prosus, British 
American Tobacco, gold miners, Bid Corp, Anheuser-Busch InBev) where earnings expectations remain relatively robust, while 
valuations are reasonable. These stocks also provide additional protection against rand weakness. This sits alongside a material 
allocation to global cyclical stocks (diversified miners, PGM miners, Richemont, Quilter) geared to the global economic cycle and 
exhibiting favourable earnings revisions profiles. The manager has maintained the material allocation to local sovereign bonds and 
the asset class remains the preferred play in the local fixed income universe. While concerns around deteriorating fiscal metrics 
could keep a lid on capital gains, the buffer provided by the income profile of local bonds provides a robust underpin to the asset 
class.

As at the end of September 2020, exposure to asset classes for the Absolute Defensive Balance Fund was as follows: domestic 
equities 23.4%, domestic bonds 18.1% and 23.0% in cash. Offshore is close to 23.0%. The Fund has also maintained exposure to 
alternative asset classes such as private equity at 3.1%. 

Over the past year, SIM returned 4.5%, Coronation 3.3% and Ninety One 12.3%.
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – PRUDENTIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

Prudential is a relative value manager and invests in shares that are trading below their intrinsic 
values. The portfolio returned -8.5% over the last year, underperforming its benchmark by 3.4% on a 

net basis. Prudential’s underperformance, relative to the benchmark, was predominantly driven by underperforming overweight 
positions in banks (ABSA, Standard Bank and Investec Plc) and Sun International. An underweight to the strongly performing 
gold mining sector was also a detractor from relative performance.  Prudential remains optimistic regarding SA equity market 
returns over the medium term due to the prevailing excessive levels of pessimism reflected in share prices and valuations. Going 
into the Covid-19 pandemic, Prudential viewed the South African equity market as already undervalued and has now fallen to 
levels which they see as exceptionally attractive. The manager believes that if you look at the price-to-book multiple of the South 
African market over the last 40 years, the market has not traded more cheaply.  From a positioning perspective, Prudential’s 
preferred overweights in the resources sector are Anglo American, Exxaro and Northam Platinum. Within the industrials sector, 
their top picks include MultiChoice Group and MTN, and within financials they remain overweight banks as a sector based on 
valuation multiples being at multi-decade lows. 

PRUDENTIAL TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.5 6 MTN Group Ltd 4.7

2 Anglo American Plc 6.6 7 Absa Group Ltd 4.2

3 British American Tobacco Plc 6.2 8 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 4.0
4 Standard Bank Group Ltd 5.9 9 Exxaro Resources Ltd 3.8
5 Prosus NV 5.0 10 MultiChoice Group Ltd 3.3

    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS

Coronation’s valuation-driven process aims to identify mispriced assets trading at discounts or 
premiums to their long-term values. The portfolio returned 2.6% over the last year, outperforming its 

benchmark by 7.6% on a net basis. Coronation’s outperformance, relative to the benchmark, over this time period was driven by 
overweight positions in companies such as British American Tobacco, Northam Platinum, Impala Platinum and Prosus. A large 
underweight to the financials sector was also a contributor to Coronation’s relative outperformance. While Coronation’s portfolio 
remains skewed to rand hedge stocks, which they see as attractive for stock-specific reasons, they have also been increasing their 
exposure to domestic-facing stocks, many of which they believe are attractively priced. Within financials, Coronation has added 
positions in select life insurance companies which they see as having several appealing investment attributes. While the manager 
believes that the banks appear cheap, they remain cautious on the expectation that future earnings will come under pressure in 
a lower interest rate environment. The portfolio maintains a large exposure to resources, with the preferred holdings being the 
diversified miners, Glencore, Exxaro and the platinum shares. The portfolio does not hold any gold companies given their high 
cost nature, high capital intensity and poor free cash flow conversion which have resulted in poor historical returns to investors. 
Within industrials, Coronation’s exposure to rand hedge stocks (Naspers, British American Tobacco, Quilter and Bidcorp) remains 
a major building block of the portfolio.

CORONATION TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 14.3 6 6 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 3.7

2 Anglo American Plc 9.7 7 7 Glencore Plc 3.6

3 FirstRand Ltd 7.5 8 8 Shoprite Holdings Ltd 3.4
4 British American Tobacco Plc 6.8 9 9 Aspen Pharmacare Hldgs Ltd 3.2
5 Quilter Plc 5.8 10 10 The Spar Group Ltd 3.2
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – NINETY ONE

Ninety One’s investment process looks to identify companies that have upward earnings revisions 
that are trading at reasonable valuations. Ninety One was added as a manager in November 2019. In 

the ten-month period since appointment, the Ninety One portfolio returned -0.4%, outperforming the benchmark by 6.6% over 
this time period. Moving into the fourth quarter of the year, Ninety One sees some binary risk events on the horizon both at home 
and abroad. Globally, the US presidential elections and the rise of a ‘second wave’ of Covid-19 cases across the world have seen 
anxiety creep into the shape and certainty of the economic recovery. However, they do not foresee global growth grinding to a halt 
and expect the global economic recovery to continue. Ninety One remains invested in companies, such as diversified miners and 
platinum miners, that are expected to benefit from this environment and receive strong positive earnings revisions. Back home, 
Ninety One expects South Africa to underperform the global economic recovery, and there are two important government-centric 
events set to occur this quarter: the Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) and the presentation of the President’s 
Economic Recovery Plan. The manager has taken positions in select ‘SA Inc’ names in the portfolio, predominantly in the financials 
space (Sanlam, FirstRand and Capitec) and some retailers (Foschini) where they have assessed that these companies have the 
ability either to gain market share or have the ability to reposition themselves, while also boasting robust balance sheets that 
should see them through this economic period alongside negative earnings revisions that have now stabilised. 

NINETY ONE TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 12.4 6 British American Tobacco Plc 4.6

2 Prosus NV 6.4 7 BHP Group Plc 4.4

3 Anglo American Plc 6.0 8 MTN Group Ltd 4.2
4 FirstRand Ltd 4.7 9 Standard Bank Group Ltd 4.1
5 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 4.7 10 Sanlam Ltd 3.8

   SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – MAZI CAPITAL

Mazi follows a long-term, fundamental investment approach with a bias for quality companies. 
Mazi returned -7.7% over the last year, underperforming its benchmark by 2.7% on a gross basis. The 

underperformance, relative to the benchmark, was predominantly driven by underperforming overweight positions in Sasol, Old 
Mutual, Attacq and The Foschini Group. An underweight to the strongly performing gold mining sector, as well as some select 
platinum mining underweights, were also detractors from relative performance. Mazi added to the positions and reduced their 
underweight in gold companies as these companies fell during the quarter. Their underweight in gold companies has been a 
key theme in Mazi’s underperformance over the course of the last year. While the original underweight was premised on their 
fundamental view on the gold companies, the manager concedes that there are factors that are likely to continue to be supportive 
of gold (i.e. monetary stimulus, low interest rates, poor economic growth outlook). Mazi sees this as a risk management action 
given the relatively binary nature of geopolitical and macroeconomic factors that impact on the gold price generally. The rest of 
Mazi’s portfolio continues to be exposed to their best ideas, but they continue to exercise caution with regards to the prevailing 
uncertain environment. The manager believes that domestic companies offer significant opportunities based on their fundamental 
research, and have included some of these in the portfolio in the form of some industrial, property and financial companies. Given 
the environment of continued uncertainty and possible volatility, Mazi sees the ability to determine the fundamental value of 
companies and investing in the most compelling opportunities as critical in this environment. 

MAZI TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 12.0 6 Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd 4.9

2 Anglo American Plc 6.6 7 FirstRand Ltd 4.6

3 MTN Group Ltd 5.3 8 British American Tobacco Plc 3.8
4 Prosus NV 5.2 9 Shoprite Holdings Ltd 3.6
5 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 4.9 10 Quilter Plc 3.6
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – SENTIO CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Sentio follows a fundamentally-based investment philosophy and process that gives due consideration 
to risk management in their portfolio construction process through the use of quantitative methods. 

Sentio returned -9.2% over the last year, underperforming its benchmark by 4.2% on a gross basis. Their underperformance, relative 
to the benchmark, was driven by underperforming overweight positions in ABSA, Anheuser-Busch and Growthpoint, as well as an 
underweight position in the platinum sector, Aspen and Gold Fields throughout the last year. Sentio characterises the most recent 
market environment as one with a lack of market breadth and increased dispersion of returns. Looking forward, though, the portfolio 
remains constructively positioned as attractive valuations, combined with corporate balance sheets that can withstand the expected 
volatile economic and business environment, drive Sentio’s stock selection process. On a forward-looking basis, the manager expects 
substantial upside from their positions relative to the market return. Sentio continues to apply careful portfolio construction to cater 
for expected higher volatility levels around the continuing pandemic, the upcoming US Elections, ongoing US-China trade tensions, 
an elevated unemployment rate, still poor absolute economic data and potential inflation.  

SENTIO CAPITAL TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 10.3 6 Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd 4.1

2 FirstRand Ltd 6.7 7 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 3.9

3 British American Tobacco Plc 5.7 8 Sanlam Ltd 3.7
4 Anglo American Plc 4.7 9 Prosus NV 3.6
5 MTN Group Ltd 4.2 10 BHP Group Plc 3.5

    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – AEON INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Aeon’s active equity approach follows a bottom-up, fundamental investment process and an 
investment philosophy of Growth at a Reasonable Price. Aeon was added as a manager in August 

2020, and performance will be reported in time as the manager builds up a meaningful track record. Aeon observed that during 
the last quarter sentiment improved due to the anticipation of a Covid-19 vaccine being developed in the near future, as well 
as the positively received easing of business conditions combined with government fiscal support measures in response to the 
pandemic. Looking forward, Aeon see growth expectations for the local economy being dependent on a strong recovery in global 
growth, improving confidence, positive local government action, and Covid-19 containment measures. The manager believes that 
their Growth at a Reasonable Price investment philosophy and a focus on companies whose cash flows support earnings should 
stand them in good stead in the current environment.  

SENTIO CAPITAL TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 9.6 6 Anglogold Ashanti Ltd 6.3

2 Prosus NV 8.7 7 Standard Bank Group Ltd 5.5

3 Mondi Plc 7.8 8 Anglo American Plc 5.4
4 British American Tobacco Plc 7.3 9 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 5.2
5 BHP Group Plc 7.0 10 FirstRand Ltd 4.8
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    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – CORONATION

Karl Leinberger took over the management of the Fund from Gavin Joubert effective April 2020. 
Karl manages the hedge fund alongside Quinton Ivan. The Fund is long-term, bottom-up, valuation 

driven investing predominantly in Large Caps. Following a strong second quarter, the Fund delivered a muted return, and finished 
quarter three up 2.7% compared to the Capped SWIX equity benchmark which was up 1.0%. The biggest contributors to returns 
were long positions to Naspers, Prosus and Gold Fields, while long positions in PSG Group and British American Tobacco detracted. 
The Fund recorded a stellar return for the 12-month period to September 2020, up 16.3%, and 21% ahead of the benchmark. 

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – 36ONE ASSET MANAGEMENT                                                     

36ONE is one of the longest running hedge fund businesses in the industry, founded in 2004. Formed 
by Cy Jacobs and Steven Liptz, the investment approach is centred on the principle that the market 

does not efficiently price securities at all times. 36ONE therefore believes that stock selection through bottom-up fundamental 
analysis can outperform over time. The primary focus is on value investment within the South African equity market but attractive 
growth shares and opportunities in other asset classes and/or geographies may also be explored. 36ONE was up 1.5% and finished 
ahead of the Capped SWIX which was up 1.0% during the quarter. The outperformance was largely on the back of long positions in 
Impala Platinum and Naspers, while long positions in PSG Group and British American Tobacco were amongst the top detractors 
to performance. The Fund was up 8.2% during the last 12-month period to September 2020, and 13.2% ahead of the Capped SWIX.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – BATELEUR CAPITAL

Founded in 2005 by brothers Kevin and Mark Williams, the business is managed on bottom-up 
fundamental analysis with a considerable amount of time spent on research. The investment team 

focuses on under-researched stocks predominantly in the large and mid-cap space. They also focus on macro fundamentals and 
the effect of this on asset valuations. The Fund was up 1.3% and ahead of the Capped SWIX which was up 1.0% at the end of the 
third quarter. The biggest contributors to returns were exposures to Naspers, Prosus and Royal Bafokeng Platinum, while long 
positions to British American Tobacco, Remgro and Adcock Ingram detracted. The Fund was up 5.6% during the last 12 months to 
September 2020, 10.5% ahead of the Capped SWIX.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – STEYN CAPITAL LONG SHORT                                      

André Steyn has a background of managing hedge funds in New York and London. His forensic audit 
skills allow him to identify balance sheet discrepancies, which make his process highly unique. The 

Steyn Capital Long/Short Fund was launched in May 2009 and is closed to new flows in order to preserve its opportunity set. It 
re-opened to flows in 2018 at the back of disinvestments, which freed up capacity. The Fund differs from the large cap offering 
in that it may invest in small cap and fledgling stocks. The Fund was up 4.7% during the third quarter and underperformed the 
Capped SWIX. The biggest contributors to returns were long positions in Quantum Foods, Tsogo Sun Gaming, Sun International, 
and Grindrod. The biggest detractors were exposures to the PSG Group, RMB Holdings and Trencor. The Fund was down 7.2% over 
the 12-month period to September 2020 largely on the back of overweight exposure to SA Inc., and 2.2% behind the local equity 
market. 

    SOUTH AFRICAN LISTED PROPERTY – NITROGEN LONG SHORT EQUITY

The business was founded in 1998 by brothers Rowan and Lance as a private equity business. In 
2006, the Nitrogen hedge fund was launched using the skills learnt from private equity investing. The 

Nitrogen Fund is a low volatility long/short equity hedge fund trading in the South African equity market. The Fund is managed on 
a fundamental basis with a value bias. The Fund consists of two books – a long-term fundamental book and an active short-term 
trading book. Nitrogen posted a -0.8% return during the third quarter, lagging the local equity market and largely on the back of 
very low net exposure to the market. The Fund was down 83 basis points and 5.9% ahead of the equity market over the 12-month 
period to September 2020.
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    SOUTH AFRICAN LISTED PROPERTY – CATALYST FUND MANAGERS

Catalyst invests in well-managed listed property companies that deliver high levels of income 
and long-term capital appreciation at appropriate levels of risk. SA Listed Property gave back 

most of the gains made during quarter three, and finished the quarter down 15.4%. The Catalyst portfolio was down 15.2% and 
marginally ahead of the benchmark on a net basis. An underweight allocation to Attacq, Fortress B, EPP and Redefine which 
underperformed the benchmark, contributed positively to performance relative to benchmark. The Fund was 1.2% behind the All 
Property benchmark over a 12-month period, with the benchmark down 47.2%. According to Catalyst, company results reported 
over the period exhibited a substantial drop in earnings, given the severity of the lockdown restrictions during March to June 2020. 
All REITs provided some relief to tenants during the lockdown period through either rent discounts and/or deferrals. This Covid-19 
relief combined with lower or no income from foreign investments led to the sharp decline in earnings for the current reporting 
period. The reduction in direct property values and subsequent increase in gearing is a key theme witnessed over the reporting 
period as valuers incorporate the current and expected impact from the pandemic into their valuations. As lockdown regulations 
have eased, rental collection rates have increased as more economic activity is allowed to resume. Catalyst expects moderate 
income growth off this low base. Their 5-year annualised total return forecasts for the sector ranges between 16% and 20%.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LISTED PROPERTY – SESFIKILE CAPITAL

Sesfikile is a specialist listed property manager that believes in long-term value investing, while also 
taking advantage of short-term property-specific growth opportunities. The positive momentum 

gained in quarter two quickly faded as the third quarter eroded much of the recovery. Listed Property delivered -15.4% and

Sesfikile outperformed the benchmark by 84 basis points on a net basis. This was mostly at the back of underweight exposure to 
Hammerson and Nepi Rockcastle. Over the last 12 months, the portfolio was down 41.3% and 6.0% ahead of the benchmark on 
a net basis. In Sesfikile’s view, aside from Redefine disclosing a commitment to purchase Mall of the South, which spooked the 
market, there really was no clear reason for the sector to underperform both on a relative and absolute basis. Company results 
came out largely negative, but in-line and in some cases slightly better than expected, while bond yields only edged slightly higher 
for the period. The market, in their view, simply has no “love” or more poignantly “appetite” for the sector at present. Sesfikile are 
still defensively positioned and continue to focus on balance sheet strength and the sustainability of “rebased” earnings, but have 
started to reduce their cash holdings in favour of stocks they are confident will normalise despite the current pessimism. Their 
rolling 12-month return expectation for the sector is 20%.

  INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – BLACKROCK

The BlackRock World Real Estate Securities strategy employs a fundamental, bottom-up approach 
to stock selection, aided by a macro-environment and capital markets overlay. Following a strong 

performance in quarter two, Blackrock was up 4.0% and 1.9% ahead of the benchmark during quarter three. At a sector-level, 
industrial, office, and manufactured housing were the main contributors, offset by triple-net, self-storage, and Canada. Over the last 
12 months, the BlackRock portfolio was down 11.5% and outperformed the benchmark by 6.7%. Challenging financial conditions 
have reinforced their preference for stronger operational platforms, solid balance sheets and idiosyncratic growth drivers. Should 
the market persist in a state of heightened volatility, they expect that mispricing opportunities will remain abundant as short-term 
price movements will be driven by technical rather than fundamental factors. In North America they increased exposure to US 
Office and US Specialty, and reduced US Self Storage. In Asia Pacific they increased our exposure to Hong Kong REIT and Hong 
Kong and China Communications and reduced exposure to Australian REIT and Singapore REIT, while in EMEA they increased 
exposure to Eurozone Residential and reduced Nordics, Eurozone Retail and UK Industrial. 
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 INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – CATALYST FUND MANAGERS

During quarter three, Catalyst returned 4.6% and 2.5% ahead of the benchmark. Over the last 12 
months, the Fund was down 9.9% net of fee rebates and 6.3% ahead of the benchmark. Underweight 

to Malls, Office and Net Lease were the biggest contributors to returns. Sectorally, the portfolio is notably overweight to residential, 
healthcare and specialty sectors relative to the benchmark, while underweight to diversified, retail, hotels and office sectors. 
Geographically, the manager maintains an underweight to Japan and Singapore, while overweight the US. They state that the 
Covid pandemic has stress-tested countries and their varying economic policy responses worldwide. Dislocations in stock markets 
will arise as investors proact and react to macro-political flux. The outcome will be mispricing for certain stocks and sectors as 
performance divergence remains vast and changes over time, introducing additional dimensions to stock and sector selection 
and opportunities for astute active managers. They continue to navigate the new normal and endeavour to deliver attractive 
risk-adjusted property returns in a disciplined and clinical manner. They maintain an investment bias towards best-in-class 
management teams, assets and balance sheets and believe the Fund is well positioned due to their robust, fundamentals-based 
investment methodology.

 INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – RESOLUTION CAPITAL

Resolution Capital are long-term, bottom-up stock selectors with a focus on high-quality companies 
with strong balance sheets (low leverage), recurring earnings growth driven largely from rental 

activities and good stewardship (aligned management). They are benchmark agnostic investors and employ a multi-counsellor 
approach. Resolution was up 4.6% during quarter three net of fees and 2.5% ahead of the benchmark. Over the last 12 months 
to September, the Fund was down 7.6% and 10.7% ahead of the benchmark. As at end of September, the Fund had overweight 
exposure to data centres, cash, residential, industrial, and self-storage. The Fund maintains an underweight exposure to diversifieds, 
office and hotel sectors. They anticipate operational pressures to persist in short/medium term but are pleased the debt and 
equity markets remain open for the better quality REITs, while REIT balance sheets were strong pre-Covid-19. REITs remain well 
capitalised in their view, with robust income distributions..

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY – STATE STREET – GINSGLOBAL

GinsGlobal invests using index management techniques (developed by the State Street Group), 
designed to track the performance and risk of the MSCI World Index as consistently as possible. As 

at 30 September 2020, the portfolio returned 10.3% (net of manager fees), underperforming the benchmark by 0.1%. A passive 
portfolio will often lag its benchmark performance due to costs and fees.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Apple Inc 4.5 6 Alphabet-CI A 1.1

2 Microsoft Corp 3.4 7 Johnson & Johnson  0.8

3 Amazon.com 3.1 8 Nestle SA 0.8
4 Facebook 1.4 9 Procter & Gamble 0.7
5 Alphabet-CI C 1.1 10 NVIDIA CORP 0.7

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY – ORBIS

Orbis is a contrarian, long-term, value manager that follows a bottom-up stock selection process. The 
portfolio returned 8.8% during the past 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, underperforming 

the MSCI All Country World Index by 1.7%. The contrarian nature of the manager’s stock selection process means that the strategy 
will tend to hold businesses that are currently disliked by the market and are trading at depressed prices, which in turn could lead 
to periods of short-term underperformance but where the manager has identified catalysts of unlocking potential value. The third 
quarter was markedly more positive as economic activity rebounded and stimulus was supportive of a market recovery. Corporate 
earnings were notably better than expectations and the virus impact was not as severe as initially expected. It is however worth 
noting that virus cases are sharply rising again in various countries, particularly Europe which had previously appeared to manage 
down cases. Future economic impact is therefore still uncertain. The Fund positioning, while bottom-up, still holds an underweight 
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to North America, an overweight to emerging markets relative to the benchmark, and an overweight to Asia ex-Japan, relative to 
the benchmark. The largest stock detractors over the period were Apache (-1.1%), Sumitomo (-0.8%) and British American Tobacco 
(-0.8%) and the largest contributors to alpha were NetEase (3.9%), Facebook (0.9%) and XPO Logistics (0.9%). Portfolio activity 
included Heineken being bought and Naspers being increased. Positions trimmed included Prosus, Toyota, Honda and AbbVie.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 British American Tobacco  7.9 6 Anthem 4.0

2 Netease 7.2 7 Taiwan Semiconductor 3.6

3 XPO Logistics 5.8 8 Newcrest Mining 3.4
4 Naspers 4.9 9 UnitedHealth Group 3.2
5 Bayerische Motoren Werke 4.4 10 Comcast Services 3.2

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: BAILLIE GIFFORD 

The Baillie Gifford Global Alpha Fund was added to the global equity strategy in December 2015 to 
achieve more balance in this building block, particularly from an investment style perspective. Baillie 

Gifford’s philosophy stems from the belief that share prices ultimately follow earnings. They achieve this by identifying companies 
they believe enjoy sustainable, competitive advantages in their industries and that will grow earnings faster than the market 
average. The portfolio returned 31.0% during the past 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, outperforming the MSCI All Country 
World Index by 20.5%. The global economy continued its recovery during the third quarter despite a volatile September and 
renewed virus cases in Europe and many major emerging economies. The US market led developed markets up as their relatively 
dominant tech sector benefited from the new environment that Covid-19 has created. The labour market recovery appeared to 
be on track after the shock results in the second quarter. New virus cases appear to be a headwind, together with the anticipation 
of the US election. In terms of fund performance attribution, the largest relative contributors were Tesla (2.6%), Shopify (1.5%), 
SEA ltd (1.3%), Zillow (1.2%) and Meituan Dianping (1.1%), while the largest detractors included (not holding) Apple (-1.9%), Kirby 
(-0.7%), EOG Resources (-0.6%), Banco Bradesco (-0.4%), and NVIDIA (-0.4%). New purchases included Adyen, Cloudflare, Datadog, 
Farfetch, Rio Tinto, Snowflake, KE Holdings, Tencent Music Entertainment, TSMC and Wayfair., while complete sells included 
58.com Grubhub, Now Inc, Trip.com and Visa.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Amazon.com 3.2 6 Mastercard 2.4

2 Naspers 3.1 7 Microsoft 2.3

3 Alibaba 2.7 8 Shopify 2.1
4 Moody’s 2.7 9 Softbank 1.9
5 Alphabet 2.6 10 Tesla 1.9

     INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: HARRIS 

Harris applies a long-term investment horizon as they seek out significantly underpriced companies 
with strong business fundamentals and proven management teams. They build high-conviction 

concentrated portfolios, underpinned by the bottom-up value investment process and upside potential of each of the stocks. The 
portfolio returned -6.2% during the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, outperforming the MSCI All Country World Index by 
16.6%. The global economy benefited from corporate profits beating expectations, though value as a style continued to suffer on a 
relative basis. Cyclical stocks have been hard-hit by the shifting economic environment which has reduced the physical economy 
in favour of the digital economy. Europe battled through slow resolutions on major issues, as well as what seems to be a second 
wave of Covid-19 infections which has led to renewed lockdown measures that have created a headwind for economic activity. 
Within the Fund, Daimler, Pinterest, TE connectivity, MasterCard & Tenet Healthcare were the largest individual contributors. 
The largest stock detractors included Rolls-Royce Holdings, National Oilwell Varco, Lloyds Banking Group and Bayer. Portfolio 
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repositioning was particularly active and included selling out EOG Resources, Taiwan Semiconductor, Manufacturing Company, 
CoreLogic and LafargeHolcim. The manager funded a new position in the global brewer Anheuser-Busch (ABI).

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Mastercard 6.2 6 Credit Suisse Group 4.1

2 Alphabet 5.6 7 4.2

3 TE Connectivity 4.9 8 General Motors Co. 3.9
4 Lloyds banking group 4.8 9 Charter UW 3.8
5 CNH Industrial 4.2 10 Daimler 3.6

Bank of America Corp 3.4

     INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: NINETY ONE GLOBAL FRANCHISE 

Global Franchise specialises in the quality growth style of investing which actively seeks out 
businesses with strong global franchises that offer a balance of quality, growth and yield at reasonable 

valuations. The resulting defensive revenue streams delivered by these holdings translate to low sensitivity to market movements 
and volatility which enables the manager to protect investors’ capital in challenging or falling markets. The portfolio returned 
15.0% during the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, outperforming the MSCI All Country World Index by 4.6%. Global equity 
had a strong quarter which included the volatile month of September. The economic recovery appeared to be on track with 
second-round stimulus expectations driving markets higher. The US election is expected to create additional volatility, while 
Europe and emerging markets battle through a strong relative increase in Covid-19 cases. Tech shares remained dominant as the 
world economy shifts online, this naturally benefitted the US given their globally-dominant tech sector. The manager maintains 
a material overweight to software & services, and the largest underweight is banks. On stock-specific basis, the largest positive 
contributors included Estee Lauder (+0.22%), Unilever (0.16%) and ICON (0.12%). The largest detractors to relative performance 
included (not holding) Tesla (-0.29%), Roche (-0.6%) and Visa (-0.34%).

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Visa Inc 8.5 6 Roche Holding AG 4.3
3 Moody's Corp 6.2 7 ASML Holding NV 4.3
4 Verisign Inc 5.0 8 Nestle SA 4.2
5 Booking Holdings Inc 4.5 9 Intuit Inc 3.7

10 Johnson & Johnson 3.6

    INTERNATIONAL EQUITY (EMERGING MARKETS) – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 

 Coronation follows a long-term, valuation-driven approach and builds portfolios from the bottom 
up, which means that country and sector allocations are a function of stock selection. The portfolio 

returned 15.4% for the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, which is 4.6% above the MSCI Emerging Market Index. Emerging 
markets had a positive (albeit volatile) quarter, largely following developed markets up the back of US strength. Stimulus (and 
the anticipation of more stimulus) in major developed regions led to markets rising despite underlying economic challenges. 
Notably most Asian countries appear to be in a significantly stronger position to recover economically from the challenges of 
Covid-19. This led to relative outperformance from Asian equities over the rest of emerging markets. To add, Asian economies have 
a high weight to growing tech companies (which naturally benefitted from the Covid-19 environment). The tension between the 
US and China also appears to have subsided as the US elections take centre stage on the macro front. During the third quarter 
of 2020, the largest positive contributors were Wuliangye Yibin (0.9%), JD.com (0.7%) and Yandex (0.5%). In terms of detractors, 
an underweight in Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company  led to a relative loss of performance (-0.7%), the next largest 
detractor was Mexican FEMSA (-0.5%) which was negatively affected by local headwinds to shopping, as well as their 15% stake 
in Heineken which also suffered lower demand for premium beers. Further detractors relative to the benchmark include an 
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underweight in Alibaba (-0.5%) and the combined weight of Prosus and Naspers (-0.9%). From a portfolio activity perspective, 
three new additions included Samsung Electronics, BGF Retail and PagSeguro., while sales included both South African retailers 
Spar Group and Shoprite. Finally, 58.com was sold out (after being held since 2016) after governance issues arose as the CEO 
allowed the firm to be bought out by a private equity firm which, conflictingly, he has an interest in.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Alibaba Group 6.5 6 Ping An Insurance Group 3.3

2 JD.Com Inc 5.1 7 Wuliangye Yibin 3.3

3 Naspers Ltd 4.8 8 Magnit 3.0
4 Housing Dev Finance Corp 3.6 9 Netease 2.9
5 Prosus NA 3.5 10 Taiwan Semiconductor 2.7

    INTERNATIONAL EQUITY (EMERGING MARKETS) – HERMES INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT  

Hermes employs a highly active and concentrated approach and balances bottom-up fundamental 
analysis that enables them to find quality companies trading at attractive valuations and a top-down 

framework that allows them to identify the conditions that will support and drive the growth of the high-value companies they 
select. Their process includes capturing opportunities and mitigating risk through a range of ESG strategies. The portfolio returned 
13.7% for the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, which is 2.9% above the MSCI Emerging Market Index. Most emerging regions 
performed well during the quarter. Slight dollar weakness and slow but steady global recovery appeared to create a positive 
backdrop for emerging assets to regain much of their first quarter losses. Most economic activity has resumed as lockdown 
has been eased, this despite the alarming high number of cases where emerging markets dominate the global rankings, with 
the exception of the US. The US election continues to add uncertainty to the markets, however local strength in Asia has shown 
the region to be relatively better positioned than most developed countries through this crisis. Risk-on sentiment seems to be 
maintained by the expectation of more stimulus in the US as well as regional strength, particularly coming out of China, appearing 
to have weathered the crisis far stronger than most developed economies. From a relative contribution perspective, the largest 
contributors to performance included Techtronic (0.63%), TSMC (0.38%) and Tech Mahindra (0.34%), while the largest detractors 
included Baozun Inc (-0.46%), Meituan Dianping (-0.39%) and Reliance Industries (-0.25%). In terms of portfolio activity, a variety 
of positions were reduced including Techtronic, Prosus, HCL Technology and Yandex. Adding to existing positions also took place 
for Polymetal, Epiroc, Unilever Indonesia, WEG and BB Seguridades.  

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Alibaba 9.2 6 Techtronic 3.0

2 Tencent 7.5 7 Sberbank 2.7

3 Samsung 7.3 8 Nari Technology 2.2
4 Taiwan Semiconductor 6.7 9 AIA 2.1
5 Delta Electronic 3.1 10 LG Household & Healthcare 2.0

      INTERNATIONAL MULTI-ASSET CLASS – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 
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 The portfolio aims to reduce volatility, focus on risk-adjusted returns and outperform its cash-related benchmark by 3.0% per 
year over a three- to five-year horizon. This is achieved by a high allocation to cash (or other low volatility investments) and a 
modest exposure to equity markets. Risk is further diversified by including exposure to unconventional assets (gold, commodities, 
inflation-linkers, etc.) to generate returns. Over the past 12 months ending 30 June 2020, the portfolio returned 3.4% (net of 
fees), underperforming the US dollar:euro cash benchmark by 0.8%. Corporate profits were ahead of expectations though focus 
has shifted onto third quarter earnings, especially in light of labour market headwinds. From a multi-asset class perspective, 
investors continue to bid up equities as global fixed income yield dive (in many cases near or below zero). The opportunity set 
for real returns seems increasingly limited, pushing equities up despite meaningfully expensive valuations relative to history. The 
US labour market recovery seems to have slowed while underlying economic growth expectations have been lowered globally. 
This challenged economic-backdrop is clearly contrasting equity market prices. Corporate profits beat expectations but investors 
have now set their sights on the third quarter, especially given election volatility and renewed virus cases in Europe causing more 
lockdown measures. Emerging markets were the relative equity outperforming regions, bid up by a strong regional recovery 
in China’s economy. Broad-based strength filtered down to consumer demand and growth expectations (from the IMF) which 
currently stands as the only country to grow this year. Safe haven metals rotated back into industrial metals. Corporate initially 
saw high take up but has since declined. The relative strength of equities has become attractive to global investors looking for real 
yield through dividends, rather than sovereign bonds. Contribution to relative performance was diverse including equity up 6.2%, 
property 11.0%, fixed income up 3.1% (beating its benchmark of 2.7%) and commodities up 7.2%. The fund positioning is at 43% 
risk assets, while 57% of the fund is in defensive assets (fixed income, hedged equity and cash). 

    AFRICA EX SA  – RUDIARIUS

The portfolio returned 18.1% for the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, outperforming the 
MSCI Emerging Frontier Africa Markets Index (excluding South Africa) by 26.2%. African equity 

markets recovered with global equity markets as foreign investment flows restarted. African equity markets benefited from 
risk-on sentiment driven by a gradual recovery. Developed market stimulus together with corporate profits above expectation 
led global markets higher. For most regions across Africa, fund outflows slowed and in some cases turned positive. The shift 
in sentiment has changed the tough underlying fundamental headwinds across Africa. Though it does seem to have offered 
some economic breathing room. Country-specific issues remain where currency pressure and local governance issues continue 
to plague economic activity. For example, In Nigeria, a collapse in yields on local paper drove local investors into the stock market, 
while foreigners failing to exit continued to reinvest dividends. Currency was also the main problem in Zambia where dwindling 
FX reserves threatened the country’s payment of Eurobond coupon. Despite this, emerging market optimism, led by a strong 
Chinese economy, boosted frontier markets across Africa. This effect is not only due to sentiment, but additionally due to China 
being a major export partner to the region. Despite this, Africa still lags its previous highs this year, implying the current recovery 
is not yet enough to offset the very real headwinds pressuring economies across the region. From a stock selection perspective, 
the largest contributors included Fawry (Egypt), Centamin (UK) and Guaranty Trust Bank (Nigeria). While the largest detractor 
included FNB (Namibia), MCB Group (Mauritius) and Juhayna (Namibia).

    AFRICA FRONTIERS  – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS

The portfolio returned -14.4% for the 12-month period ending 30 June 2020, underperforming the 
MSCI Emerging Frontier Africa Markets Index (excluding South Africa) by 6.3%. African economies 

have mostly reopened and Covid-19 cases have not affected Africa as much as its peers thus far. This is a welcomed relief to local 
economies given the relatively poor state of healthcare across the continent. The global macro backdrop was also supportive for 
risk-on assets (like African equity). Globally, the tech-led market recovery appeared to boost confidence that the worst is over for 
global markets. However, headwinds in local Covid-19 resurgence (Europe) and elections together with weakening economic 
data out of the US may limit the extent of economic recovery in the short term. This places a cloud of uncertainty of foreign direct 
investment into Africa, which is critically important to local economic activity, given weak government fiscal positions to fund 
growth. While the economic landscape looks bleak, currencies have retreated substantially, offering opportunities in regions such 
as Egypt that maintain particularly high growth rates relative to the world, especially due to recovering tourism (a major part of 
the economy) now that lockdowns are less severe than earlier in the year. Kenya is also looking positive as the locust issues has 
come under control and positively coincides with increasing GDP growth after the first wave of Covid-19 has started to reduce its 
economic drag. Despite this, African economies were particularly hard-hit during the first half of the year, and while the current 
rebound is constructive, it doesn’t offset the initial declines, highlighting the extent of pressure that African economies are under.
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    INTERNATIONAL CASH  – INVESTEC ASSET MANAGEMENT

The portfolio aims to preserve capital and provide liquidity and high income growth by investing in 
short-term notes denominated exclusively in the relevant currencies. Investments are restricted to 

highly-rated issuers with concentration limits. The maximum term per instrument is 12 months. As at the latest available dates, the 
portfolio’s weighted average term to maturity is between 41 and 48 days. Investec continues to remain cautiously positioned with 
the fund manager targeting a high percentage of A-1+ rated short-term securities to enhance the credit quality of the portfolio. 
The manager expects official interest rates to increase across major markets and, as a result, is tactically reducing the portfolio’s 
weighted average maturity.

Individual weighted average terms to maturity:
USD cash – 41 days
GBP cash – 48 days

     SOUTH AFRICAN FIXED INCOME  – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 

The local economic backdrop is concerning, but valuations were considerably cheaper by the end of 
the first quarter. Bond performance continues to be driven by bonds in the 0-7 year area of the yield 

curve. The longer end of the curve (12+ area) has continued to underperform due to the deterioration in government finances and 
increased public sector borrowing requirements. Inflation-linked bond (ILB) performance has been dismal. However, ILBs have still 
outperformed cash over the last seven years. The rand was stronger, as it gained 2.9% (QTD) against the US dollar, ending June at 
US$1/R17.40.  

EM debt crises have traditionally occurred in countries that predominantly have foreign- denominated debt, face an accelerated 
decline in their currency resulting in an increased debt burden that they are unable to service, and an inflationary problem that 
re-enforces the downward spiral in their currency. South Africa is somewhat different in that inflation will remain modest over the 
next two to three years, and offshore debt remains relatively low as a portion of total debt. Consumer price inflation will average 
2.7% over the next year and 3.5% over the next two years.

At the end of June, shorter-dated fixed-rate negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) traded at 5.06% (three-year) and 6.32% 
(five-year), much lower than the previous month. Shorter-dated NCDs have pulled lower due to the significant interest rate cuts, 
recovery in bond yields and tightening of credit spreads. SA government bonds do embed a decent risk premium, although this 
premium has reduced slightly post the recovery in the second quarter. South Africa is on the brink of a debt trap and, although 
promises have been made to restore the country to a more sustainable debt trajectory, the implementation risks remain elevated. 

Listed property has been the largest drag on the fund’s performance. This has resulted in a general rise in balance-sheet risk across 
the sector. The current crisis will reduce rental income, put pressure on asset values, increase the cost of borrowing for lower-
quality businesses, and test inexperienced management teams. It is entirely possible that most of the companies will require 
additional capital and that dividends are suspended to preserve capital.

Coronation considers the 10-15 year SAGBs as the most attractive asset among the fixed income asset classes and would look to 
increase duration into weakness, albeit in a measured approach. The 5-10 year ILBs are the next most attractive asset class, and the 
manager would look to cautiously add to this position at the right price. Listed property looks relatively attractive, but allocations 
need to be made on a stock specific basis with careful consideration paid to evolving issues. 

Coronation remains cautious in the management of the fund. They continue to invest only in assets and instruments that have the 
correct risk and term premium to limit investor downside and enhance yield.

Coronation views 10-year SA government bonds as the most attractive asset in the fixed income universe, with ILBs coming in a 
close second. Listed property looks attractive, but allocations need to be made on a stock-specific basis.

The Coronation Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned 11.0% for the quarter ending June 2020. As at the end of June 2020, the Fund 
has a modified duration of 6.2 years and a fund yield of 10.40%. 
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  SOUTH AFRICAN CASH – SANLAM INVESTMENT MANAGERS (SIM)/PRESCIENT INVESTMENT 
MANAGERS (PRESCIENT) 

Investments within the cash portfolio have a residual maturity of less than 13 months and a weighted 
average, legal maturity not exceeding 120 days. 

The cash portfolio returned 1.6% over the quarter ending June 2020 and about 7.8% over the last 12 months, outperforming the 
STeFI three-month benchmark return of 6.9%. 

The Fund’s maturity position at the end of June was at 113 days. The Fund’s investments are well diversified across a number of 
issuers and instruments and are therefore considered less risky than a deposit with any one bank. 98.0% of the strategy was 
exposed to F1/F1+ rated investments, in other words, a highly rated investment.

      INTERNATIONAL CASH: NINETY ONE ASSET MANAGEMENT 

The portfolio aims to preserve capital and provide liquidity and high income growth by investing 
in short-term notes denominated exclusively in the relevant currencies. Investments are restricted 

to highly-rated issuers with concentration limits. The maximum term per instrument is 12 months. As at the latest available 
dates, the portfolio’s weighted average term to maturity is between 41 and 48 days. Ninety One continues to remain cautiously 
positioned with the fund manager targeting a high percentage of A-1+ rated short-term securities to enhance the credit quality 
of the portfolio. The manager expects official interest rates to increase across major markets and, as a result, is tactically reducing 
the portfolios’ weighted average maturity.

Individual weighted average terms to maturity:
USD cash – 41 days
GBP cash – 48 days

     CORONATION ENHANCED INCOME AND FLEXIBLE FIXED INCOME

The All Bond Index (ALBI) is up 3.6% over the last 12 months (1.5% over the last quarter), but is still 
behind cash (+5.6% over the last year). This performance was due to the poor showing from bonds 

with a maturity of greater than seven years. Shorter-dated bonds were anchored by the 300 basis point (bps) reduction in the 
repo rate over the last six months. Only inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) have delivered worse performance, down 2% over the last 
12 months. The SA Reserve Bank (SARB) met in September and kept the repo rate unchanged at 3.5%. The SARB also revised 
its growth assumptions for the year because of weaker than expected second quarter 2020 GDP growth. The central bank is 
expecting the economy to contract by 8.2% in 2020 from a previous forecast of 7.3%. Headline inflation for August was 3.1% y/y 
versus July’s 3.2% y/y. 

At the end of August, shorter-dated fixed-rate negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) traded at 4.58% (three-year) and 5.76% 
(five-year), much lower than the previous month. Shorter-dated NCDs have pulled lower due to the significant interest rate cuts, 
recovery in bond yields and tightening of credit spreads. Short-dated fixed-rate NCDs continue to hold appeal due to the inherent 
protection offered by their yields and relative to our expectations for a lower repo rate. ILBs have been a poor performer as an 
asset class, but, as with the ALBI, the ILB bond curve is weighted heavily towards longer-dated bonds. Over the last 12 months, ILBs 
out to seven years have produced decent returns relative to cash, offer an attractive pick up to their nominal bond counterparts 
and still provide inherent protection against higher inflation. The recovery in listed credit spreads has far exceeded the quality 
of the underlying fundamentals. Once again, the listed corporate market is suffering from a supply/demand imbalance, and the 
primary credit markets have dried up for most of the issuers in the market. Since the SARB relaxed prudential capital buffer ratios 
for banks, they can now afford to refinance upcoming debt maturities for corporates without forcing them to go to debt capital 
markets. At the same time, the risk/return characteristics of other asset classes have turned less favourable, making listed credit, 
with its reduced return volatility, a seemingly attractive opportunity set.
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Policy choices are moving in the right direction, however, the political will to implement appears sluggish. Having said that, 
the valuation of SA Government Bonds (SAGBs) does embed a significant amount of risk premium, commensurate with the 
underlying risk, if not more. This valuation is specifically attractive in the longer end of the bond curve, due to high yields and 
low cash prices. ILBs in the front end of the curve (<7 years) offer an attractive pick up relative to their nominal counterparts with 
inherent inflation protection, while listed credit is unattractive, given expensive valuations.

     PRUDENTIAL FIXED INCOME 

The SARB kept the repo rate unchanged at 3.5%, and its latest interest rate model forecasts no further 
changes over the near term. However, two rate increases are seen in the second half of 2021. This is 

in the face of a relatively benign inflation outlook: consumer inflation was largely steady at 3.1% y/y in August from 3.2% in July, 
and the SARB expects CPI to average 3.3% in 2020. Looking ahead, the SARB lowered its CPI forecasts to 4.0% in 2021 and 4.4% 
in 2022. Also during the quarter, the SARB slowed its purchases of government bonds as local bond market liquidity continued 
to improve, buying only around R350 million in August compared to an average of R10 billion monthly in the first months of the 
programme, introduced in March. 

During the quarter, Prudential maintained their overweight in SA nominal bonds and continues to favour longer-dated maturities. 
As of 30 September, 10-year government bond yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering around 9.6%, which 
equates to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.6% (assuming inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially 
above the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These yields will more than compensate investors for the risks 
associated with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible further credit rating downgrades. Prudential increased 
exposure to inflation-linked bonds during the third quarter of 2020, buying shorter-dated (five-year) ILBs out of cash holdings 
to move to an overweight position. The gap between ILB and cash real yields continues to be very wide, with real yields on cash 
currently negative, while current ILB real yields of 0.9%-4.85% across the curve are also attractive. Lastly, cash is the one SA asset 
class where prospective returns have fallen sharply, due to the large interest rate cuts from the SARB. Prudential’s best investment 
view portfolios remain underweight SA cash, since prospective real returns from this asset class are negative.

The Prudential Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned 0.02% for the quarter ending September 2020. As at the end of September 
2020, the Fund has a modified duration of 6.0 years and a fund yield of 10.6%.

     CORONATION ABSOLUTE RETURN

The Fund has steadily increased its global effective exposure to 28% currently. Coronation has mainly 
increased holdings of global equities as the other asset classes look expensive (global bonds) or face 

structural headwinds (global property). While certain equity indices, such as the US S&P 500, look expensive and have rallied 
hard from the bottom, it has been a narrow market with a few shares delivering the bulk of the performance. The manager also 
increased the equity allocation on the local side over the past few months. The majority of our exposure is to attractively valued 
rand hedge shares, such as British American Tobacco and Anheuser Busch InBev. These businesses are defensive and can show 
real revenue and earnings growth in hard currencies over the medium term. Most importantly, they are strong free cash flow 
converters and will use their cash to de-lever their balance sheet and return cash to shareholders. This combination of decent 
earnings growth and dividend returns is attractive for portfolios. 

The increase in global and local equites has been funded from the SA fixed income allocation. SA bonds still offer very attractive 
real yields, especially in the long end of the curve, and the Fund still has a healthy 36% allocation to a mix of government 
bonds, inflation-linked bonds and corporate credit. While government acknowledges the seriousness of the economic situation, 
Coronation thinks that there is a non-negligible risk that we do not see the decisive policy changes and expenditure reform plans 
the economy needs to avoid a debt trap. 

The manager remains very cautious on SA property and has not increased exposure here. Most real estate companies entered 
the Covid-19 crisis with stretched balance sheets. Pressure on net rental income is likely to intensify and capital restructuring 
will be necessary for many counters. There has been a significant derating of this sector and despite this, Coronation don’t think 
valuations are compelling enough to increase allocation. 
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As we sit now, the outlook for risk assets is certainly not rosy but valuations have more than reflected this and thus increased risk 
asset exposure. Coronation remains mindful of the Fund’s dual mandate and use asset class diversification as well as appropriate 
put protection to preserve capital. While the outlook remains uncertain, this creates attractive investment opportunities and a 
considered increase in risk exposure is justified at this point to enable the Fund to deliver on its mandate in the future.

      NINETY ONE ABSOLUTE RETURN

The outlook for the South African economy remains bleak. The contraction in the economy is 
negatively impacting individuals and businesses as highlighted earlier. The fiscus has also been 

negatively impacted by the weaker economy. South Africa’s overall tax collection in the current year is now forecast to be R300 
billion less than previously expected. This means that the government will run a budget deficit of 15% of GDP.

Ninety One’s offshore equity component was the largest driver of absolute performance. The local bond component of the portfolio 
was the second highest contributor to performance over the period as it continued to benefit from the South African Reserve 
Bank’s intervention in the secondary market via purchases of government bonds. It was also positively impacted by the slight 
strengthening of the rand. The commodity holding in the NewGold exchange-traded fund (ETF) added to absolute performance 
over the period owing to the rally in bullion prices. Overall, the local equity component detracted from performance over the 
period. Despite strong performance by global packaging and paper manufacturer Mondi and investment holding company PSG 
Group, returns were dragged lower by tobacco giant British American Tobacco and index bellwether Naspers. 

Locally, the best opportunity remains South African government bonds. With yields of around 9.5%, these instruments offer higher 
risk-adjusted return potential than most SA shares. While Ninety One have been increasing their allocation to select local equities, 
they remain cautious and believe the local equity market may not be adequately pricing in the risks that companies may face in 
the coming months. One important knock-on effect of the SARB lowering short-term interest rates is the lower expected future 
return from cash. In the recent past, cash rates in the region of 7% meant the opportunity cost of holding a sizeable cash weighting 
in a balanced portfolio was low. The significantly lower prospective return from cash has now increased this opportunity cost 
meaningfully. 

    SANLAM INVESTMENT MANAGERS (SIM) ABSOLUTE RETURN

The extent of the damage to the local economy caused by Covid-19 became apparent when second 
quarter GDP showed an annualised contraction of 51%, undershooting almost all forecasts, as all 

sectors apart from agriculture saw negative growth. However, clear signs of recovery could be seen in September, as evidenced by 
the Absa Manufacturing PMI for August at 57.3 and a surprisingly strong third quarter RMB/BER business confidence print of 24. 
The SARB kept rates unchanged at its September meeting, despite several economists expecting a 25 bp cut following on from 
the 2 5bp rate reduction in July. On 16 September, President Ramaphosa announced that the country would be moving to Level 1 
of the lockdown regulations from 20 September. The main restriction lifted under Level 1 is that on international travel (with effect 
from 1 October), although tourism operators were disappointed to learn that visitors from many of their key markets would be 
barred from visiting SA for leisure purposes owing to their relatively high Covid-19 infection cases. Gatherings of up to 250 people 
indoors and 500 people outdoors are now also allowed, a development that will please the performing arts and events industries. 

In keeping with global stock markets, the FTSE/JSE Shareholder Weighted Index (SWIX) ended the month 3.1% lower, with all of 
the industrials (-2.6%), resources (-3.1%) and financials (-0.4%) sectors seeing weak performance. The Listed Property sector’s poor 
run continued, with a return of -6.4% over the month. Nominal bonds (as represented by the FTSE/JSE All Bond Total Return Index) 
were flat over the month (-0.05%) although the index performance masks another good month for short-end bonds, as the long 
end continues to underperform. Inflation-linked bonds underperformed nominal bonds significantly, losing 1.5% over the month, 
while cash returned 0.35%.

The Fund’s effective domestic equity position rose over the month, with the protective derivative structures gaining in value in 
another weak month for local stocks. The nominal bond allocation increased too, mainly as a result of investing in a structured 
note that embeds a quality credit name on the yield and cash flows of the R186. The ILB allocation remained unchanged, 
while the Fund’s allocation to cash and short-term interest-bearing instruments was reduced as a result of the purchase of the 
aforementioned note as well as from the effective increase in equities. The allocation to listed property fell as the sector continued 
to struggle.

equities fell. The allocations to offshore bonds, cash and property were largely unchanged.
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     CORONATION MANAGED RETURN

The Strategy had a satisfactory quarter, delivering positive returns. The Strategy has performed well 
against its peer group and benchmark over all meaningful periods. The rand remained volatile but 

ended the quarter over 3% stronger against the US dollar on broad-based dollar weakness and improving local sentiment on the 
back of a relaxation in lockdown restrictions and some long-anticipated arrests by our law enforcement authorities. More arrests, 
and successful prosecutions, are crucial to restoring investor confidence in our governance structures and our economy.

Positively, some good stock selection in the Strategy added to these returns. The resources sector had another very strong quarter 
and was up 6%. Platinum stocks were up strongly on the back of a rising PGM basket price and companies reporting good annual 
results. The industrial and the financial sectors (both down 2%) continued their recent underperformance, while the property 
sector had another challenging quarter, ending the quarter down 15%. Given the compelling value on offer, Coronation increased 
their domestic equity exposure during the quarter. While the Strategy remains skewed to rand hedge stocks which are attractive 
for stock-specific reasons, they have also been increasing exposure to domestic-facing stocks, many of which are very attractively 
priced. One of the areas in which we have been active is the life insurance sector. Coronation continues to maintain a large 
exposure to resources, with a preference for Anglo American over BHP Billiton – based on a more attractive commodity mix 
and valuation. Platinum exposure is mainly through Northam and Impala which also had a very strong quarter and contributed 
to performance. Given the positive outlook for medium-term PGM prices, above-normal free cash generation and very strong 
balance sheets, one can expect cash returns to shareholders to increase materially going forward.

In this uncertain world, Coronation’s objective remains on building diversified strategies that can absorb unanticipated shocks. 
They remain focused on valuation and will seek to take advantage of attractive opportunities that the market presents. The 
manager is excited by the current strategy and, given compelling valuations, excited about future return prospects.
.  

     PRUDENTIAL MANAGED RETURN 

Starting with offshore asset allocation, during the quarter Prudential added to global equities, 
moving back to an overweight position from being neutral in the second quarter. This was as the 

rand/US$ exchange rate became less undervalued, while adding to diversification in the portfolio and helping reduce SA-specific 
risks. Within the global equity positioning, the portfolios continue to be underweight the more expensive US market in favour of 
selected European and emerging market equities. The manager has been aiming to position the portfolios with higher weightings 
of very high-returning global assets while maintaining a mix of assets that have diversified return profiles. 

The best investment view portfolios continue to be overweight SA equities. SA equity valuations as measured by the Price/Book 
value ratio of the FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX Index were trading at around 1.4X at the end of September, very similar to the level 
seen at the start of the quarter. This continues to be exceptionally attractive compared to the market’s long-term Price/Book 
average of around 2.1X. Within SA equities, Prudential continues to prefer large, global companies that offer sound, high-quality 
diversification such as Naspers, British American Tobacco, Anglo American, Remgro and MTN. Implats is another overweight 
holding that has added to portfolio value so far this year. They have also maintained an overweight in the local banking sector, with 
exposures to Absa, Standard Bank and Investec given the attractive valuations they offer. The manager has kept the substantially 
underweight positioning in SA listed property. This positioning reflects the significant uncertainty surrounding the outlook for the 
SA economy and property company distributions, as well as the relatively high debt levels in the sector. 

Prudential remains underweight developed market government bonds, and overweight US and European investment-grade 
corporate bonds and selected emerging-market government bonds, which offer much more attractive real yields. During the 
quarter, Prudential maintained their overweight in SA nominal bonds and continues to favour longer-dated maturities. As of  
30 September, 10-year government bonds yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering around 9.6%, which 
equates to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.6% (assuming inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially 
above the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These yields will more than compensate investors for the risks 
associated with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible further credit rating downgrades. Prudential increased 
exposure to inflation-linked bonds during the third quarter of 2020, buying shorter-dated (five-year) ILBs out of cash holdings 
to move to an overweight position. The gap between ILB and cash real yields continues to be very wide, with real yields on cash 
currently negative, while current ILB real yields of 0.9%-4.85% across the curve are also attractive. Lastly, cash is the one SA asset 
class where prospective returns have fallen sharply, due to the large interest rate cuts from the SARB. Prudential’s best investment 
view portfolios remain underweight SA cash, since prospective real returns from this asset class are negative.

ASSET MANAGER REVIEW
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    ALLAN GRAY MANAGED RETURN

The global economy is gradually recovering as the Covid-19 pandemic recedes. Many countries 
are experiencing a second wave of infections, but these have been characterised by significantly 

lower hospitalisations and deaths than were experienced in the first wave. The path back to normality will vary among countries 
depending on their circumstances. The sector most severely damaged by the pandemic has been tourism and travel. Countries 
that are significantly dependent on tourism are unlikely to return to normal at the very least before the 2021 Northern Hemisphere 
summer, and probably not before 2022. By way of contrast, GDP in China is already back to 2019 levels following a massive increase 
in government-promoted capital spending. Generally, the supply-side of the global economy is recovering, but consumers are 
still hesitant to spend. At this stage there is little clarity as to what will be the longer-term impact of the pandemic on consumer 
spending preferences. 

No one knows for sure how things will turn out in South Africa. We have had bleak times in the past. It is possible that higher 
gold and platinum prices provide a helpful boost to our public finances, or that lower interest rates lead to some investment and 
GDP growth. If this happens, sentiment can change very rapidly. Secondly, not all stocks on our market will be affected if the SA 
economy continues to deteriorate. Some stocks, like Sasol and Sappi, will benefit from a weaker rand. Some high-quality consumer 
stocks, like Capitec, Cashbuild, and Italtile, may well continue to grow earnings and take market share from competitors. Many 
SA Inc. shares are currently pricing in a very bad outcome. Nedbank, for example, is trading on 3.8 times 2019 earnings. Earnings 
may never recover to the level of 2019. But if they get back to half of these levels, one is only paying 7.6 times earnings for the 
share. To further illustrate this point, the Allan Gray Africa ex-SA Bond Fund has returned 11.3% per year for five years, in US dollars. 
This despite being invested in what some would call “failed states” like Nigeria and Zambia. For every R100 in the Portfolio, R46 
is invested in South African equities, and only about R20 in SA Inc. equities. Allan Gray has been adding to SA Inc. exposure, and 
believes this portion of the Portfolio will give very attractive returns in most scenarios. 

      NINETY ONE MANAGED RETURN

Notwithstanding the stronger rand against the US dollar, the continued rebound in global equities 
led to the offshore component of the portfolio contributing positively to absolute performance, with 

the regional allocation to Asia, particularly China, a key driver of absolute gains. Investments in precious metals, including the 
1nvest Palladium, 1nvest Rhodium and NewPlat exchange-traded funds (ETF), Gold Fields, Harmony Gold Mining Company, Impala 
Platinum and Sibanye-Stillwater, added to absolute returns. Additionally, the holdings in Capitec Bank, FirstRand, The Foschini 
Group and MTN Group enhanced gains, while the allocation to domestic bonds also benefited the portfolio. On the other hand, 
the small allocation to listed property detracted from absolute performance as the asset class came under pressure over the 
period. Stakes in AngloGold Ashanti, Bid Corp, British American Tobacco, Mr Price Group, Naspers, Prosus, Sanlam and Truworths 
International also dragged on absolute returns. 

In terms of asset allocation, the manager deployed some cash into equities, both locally and offshore in September as market 
weakness provided better entry points. Given the fluid nature of the global economic environment, the threat of second waves 
of Covid-19 infections and simmering geopolitical concerns (China-US tensions and upcoming US elections), Ninety One remains 
cognisant of the challenging environment and continues to have balanced and diversified exposures across asset classes, 
geographies, sectors and individual assets. The offshore allocation remains favourably disposed to equities, wherein the exposure 
is skewed towards Asian and European investments as well as corporates that are most likely to provide returns commensurate 
with the prevalent level of risk over the medium term. The China growth story – the economic engine for the Asian region – remains 
more positive than the rest of the world, while Chinese markets continue to exhibit reasonable valuations, while earnings have 
substantial upside over the medium term view. In Europe, corporates are deleveraging, addressing underperforming assets and 
lowering costs, while levels of competition are lower within region. The furlough systems and automatic fiscal stabilizers in place 
should hold the region in good stead.

Ninety One continues to prefer cash and high-quality investment grade credit over global bonds. Global bond yields are at low 
levels as we have witnessed synchronised policy easing from central banks in the face of the Covid-19-related economic downturn. 
Most developed market government bonds have negative real yields and the front end of the bond yield curve is likely to be 
anchored by easing biases from central banks, while the long end could be affected by supply as countries will need to fund their 
fiscal stimulus packages. 
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The local equity composition is diversified, with some capital invested in global defensive companies (Naspers, Prosus, British 
American Tobacco, gold miners, Bid Corp, Anheuser-Busch InBev) where earnings expectations remain relatively robust, while 
valuations are reasonable. These stocks also provide additional protection against rand weakness. This sits alongside a material 
allocation to global cyclical stocks (diversified miners, PGM miners, Richemont, Quilter) geared to the global economic cycle and 
exhibiting favourable earnings revisions profiles. The manager has maintained the material allocation to local sovereign bonds and 
the asset class remains the preferred play in the local fixed income universe. While concerns around deteriorating fiscal metrics 
could keep a lid on capital gains, the buffer provided by the income profile of local bonds provides a robust underpin to the asset 
class.

    SOUTH AFRICAN FIXED INCOME - PRUDENTIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 

The SARB kept the repo rate unchanged at 3.5%, and its latest interest rate model forecasts no 
further changes over the near term. However, two rate increases are seen in the second half of 2021. This is in the face of a relatively 
benign inflation outlook: consumer inflation was largely steady at 3.1% y/y in August from 3.2% in July, and the SARB expects CPI 
to average 3.3% in 2020. Looking ahead, the SARB lowered its CPI forecasts to 4.0% in 2021 and 4.4% in 2022. Also during the 
quarter, the SARB slowed its purchases of government bonds as local bond market liquidity continued to improve, buying only 
around R350m in August compared to an average of R10bn monthly in the first months of the programme, introduced in March. 

During the quarter, Prudential maintained their overweight in SA nominal bonds and continues to favour longer-dated maturities. 
As of 30 September, 10-year government bond yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering around 9.6%, which 
equates to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.6% (assuming inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially 
above the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These yields will more than compensate investors for the risks 
associated with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible further credit rating downgrades. Prudential increased 
exposure to inflation-linked bonds during the third quarter of 2020, buying shorter-dated (five-year) inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) 
out of cash holdings to move to an overweight position. The gap between ILB and cash real yields continues to be very wide, with 
real yields on cash currently negative, while current ILB real yields of 0.9%-4.85% across the curve are also attractive. Lastly, cash is 
the one SA asset class where prospective returns have fallen sharply, due to the large interest rate cuts from the SARB. Prudential’s 
best investment view portfolios remain underweight SA cash, since prospective real returns from this asset class are negative.

The Prudential Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned 0.02% for the quarter ending September 2020. As at the end of September 
2020, the Fund has a modified duration of 6.0 years and a fund yield of 10.6%. 

    SOUTH AFRICAN FIXED INCOME – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS

The All Bond Index (ALBI) is up 3.6% over the last 12 months (1.5% over the last quarter), but is still 
behind cash (+5.6% over the last year). This performance was due to the poor showing from bonds 

with a maturity of greater than seven years. Shorter-dated bonds were anchored by the 300 basis point (bps) reduction in the 
repo rate over the last six months. Only inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) have delivered worse performance, down 2% over the last 
12 months. The SA Reserve Bank (SARB) met in September and kept the repo rate unchanged at 3.5%. The SARB also revised 
its growth assumptions for the year because of weaker than expected second quarter 2020 GDP growth. The central bank is 
expecting the economy to contract by 8.2% in 2020 from a previous forecast of 7.3%. Headline inflation for August was 3.1% y/y 
versus July’s 3.2% y/y. 
At the end of August, shorter-dated fixed-rate negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) traded at 4.58% (three-year) and 5.76% 
(five-year), much lower than the previous month. Shorter-dated NCDs have pulled lower due to the significant interest rate cuts, 
recovery in bond yields and tightening of credit spreads. Short-dated fixed-rate NCDs continue to hold appeal due to the inherent 
protection offered by their yields and relative to our expectations for a lower repo rate. ILBs have been a poor performer as an asset 
class, but, as with the ALBI, the ILB bond curve is weighted heavily towards longer-dated bonds. Over the last 12 months, ILBs out 
to seven years have produced decent returns relative to cash, offer an attractive pick up to their nominal bond counterparts and 
still provide inherent protection against higher inflation.
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The recovery in listed credit spreads has far exceeded the quality of the underlying fundamentals. Once again, the listed corporate 
market is suffering from a supply/demand imbalance, and the primary credit markets have dried up for most of the issuers in 
the market. Since the SARB relaxed prudential capital buffer ratios for banks, they can now afford to refinance upcoming debt 
maturities for corporates without forcing them to go to debt capital markets. At the same time, the risk/return characteristics 
of other asset classes have turned less favourable, making listed credit, with its reduced return volatility, a seemingly attractive 
opportunity set.

Policy choices are moving in the right direction, however, the political will to implement appears sluggish. Having said that, the 
valuation of SA government bonds (SAGBs) does embed a significant amount of risk premium, commensurate with the underlying 
risk, if not more. This valuation is specifically attractive in the longer end of the bond curve, due to high yields and low cash prices. 
ILBs in the front end of the curve (<7 years) offer an attractive pick up relative to their nominal counterparts with inherent inflation 
protection, while listed credit is unattractive, given expensive valuations.

The Coronation Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned -0.86% for the quarter ending September 2020. As at the end of September 
2020, the Fund has a modified duration of 6.9 years and a fund yield of 10.40%. 

South African cash – Sanlam Investment Managers (SIM)/Prescient Investment Managers (Prescient)
Investments within the cash portfolio have a residual maturity of less than 13 months and a weighted average, legal maturity not 
exceeding 120 days. 

The cash portfolio returned 1.18% over the quarter ending September 2020 and about 6.49% over the last 12 months, outperforming 
the STeFI three-month benchmark return of 6.2%. 

The Fund’s maturity position at the end of September was at 99 days. The Fund’s investments are well diversified across a number 
of issuers and instruments and are therefore considered less risky than a deposit with any one bank. 97.0% of the strategy was 
exposed to F1/F1+ rated investments, in other words, a highly rated investment.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers is a division of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited. 
Registration number 1999/004643/06. 

Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited is a licensed financial services provider (FSP 703), authorised in terms of 
the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 to furnish advice and render intermediary services with regard to 
longterm insurance and pension fund benefits as well as providing intermediary services as a discretionary investment manager. 
The investment portfolios are market-linked. Products are either policy based or unitised in collective investment schemes. 
Investors’ rights and obligations are set out in the relevant contracts. Market fluctuations and changes in rates of exchange or 
taxation may have an effect on the value, price or income of investments. Since the performance of financial markets fluctuates. an 
investor may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future investment performance. 
Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All directors and those staff who are likely to have 
access to price-sensitive and unpublished information in relation to the Old Mutual Group are further restricted in their dealings in 
Old Mutual shares. All employees of Old Mutual Multi-Managers are remunerated with salaries and standard short-term and long-
term incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Old Mutual Multi-Managers to any persons. All inter-group transactions 
are done on an arm’s length basis. Returns on these products depend on the performance of the underlying assets.

Acknowledgements: All graphs have been provided by Old Mutual Multi-Managers. Data Source: I-Net

Every effort has been made to ensure that this document and the products referred to meet the statutory and regulatory 
requirements pertaining to the manner and format in which information regarding financial products is presented. However, 
should you become aware of any breach of such statutory and regulatory requirements. please address the matter in writing to:

The Compliance Officer 
Old Mutual Multi-Managers 
PO Box 44604 
Claremont 
7735 
South Africa



Old Mutual Multi-Managers is a division of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited. A licensed FSP, Discretionary Investment Manager and Life Insurer. 
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